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 Purpose and Scope of the Journal 
Welcome to the sixteenth edition (Fall 2021) of our journal of student writing 

at Lone Star College-Montgomery: Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC), In 
the Disciplines (WID) and In the Workplace (Vol. XVI). We did not publish 
in 2020 due to the pandemic. The purpose of the publication remains twofold: 
(1) to celebrate examples of discipline/field/profession-specific student writing 
from across the college, and (2) to provide students and faculty examples of such 
writing to use in the classroom.

 Organization of the Journal 
The journal is organized by program or discipline and within the latter, by 

genre or kind of writing important in the field. In this way, the journal showcases 
students using the same skills and producing the same kinds of writing that 
faculty and other professionals produce to communicate successfully. We ask the 
faculty member who submits the writing from his/her class to include a brief 
introduction to each piece highlighting how the student selection reflects the kind 
of communication and specific writing skills important in that field or endeavor. 
The writing included represents a great range of experience and skill on the part of 
the student-writers.

 Who Publishes the Journal? 
The journal is underwritten by a faculty group, Communication Across the 

Curriculum (CAC). CAC encourages interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary 
faculty dialogue and curricular experiments. It also supports the college’s 
Writing Across the Curriculum Initiative and sponsors the annual CAC Student 
Presentation Conference.

 Who Can Submit Work for Publication? 
We publish student writing from both academic and workforce programs in 

the college. The course instructors select and submit writing on behalf of their 
students for consideration by the journal. Nevertheless, we encourage students 
who are interested in getting their work published to let their instructors know 
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and most importantly, to make their professors aware that they are interested 
in revising and improving their work prior to possible submission by the 
instructor. It is the instructor, however, who decides whether to submit.

The instructor is the expert in the field. Therefore, the journal editors and 
advisors wish to emphasize that faculty who submit student writing accept 
responsibility for guiding the writer not only in the presentation of content but 
also in the process of revision, editing, and the correct use of the appropriate 
documentation style. Use of a particular documentation format is related to the 
discipline, the genre, and the preference of the instructor in each writing task.

 We Wish to Thank
All the student writers and the faculty who submitted student work, and 

especially the journal editors, Professors Martina Kusi-Mensah (English), Ron 
Heckelman (English), Julie Harless (Biology), Mark Whitten (Philosophy) and 
Nathan Zingleman (Coordinator, The Write Place) for putting it all together.

The writing consultants of The Write Place, the college’s Writing Across the 
Curriculum-oriented writing center.

The organizers of the Annual CAC Student Presentation Conference: 
Professors Roy Turner (English), Mark Whitten (Philosophy), Melissa Dennis 
(English) and Stephen Smith (Biology).

 Special Thanks
Dr. Rebecca Riley, President, LSC-Montgomery 
Dr. De’Reese Reid-Hart,VP of Instruction
Ms. Patricia Sendelbach, Vice President, Administrative Services
Instructional Deans: Dr. Brandy Harvey, Kirk Bennett, David Benzel 
Dean of Academic Support and Director, Library: 
Ms. Sarah Palacios-Wilhelm
Former Executive Dir, Office of Public Relations and Marketing 

 Communications (PR MarCom): Travis Bryant

 Very Special Thanks
Terry Johnson, Graphic Designer, Latavco Consulting Group
April Jackson, Creative Services Manager, PR MarCom; 
Gabe Cedillo, Graphic Designer 1



 Call For Submissions, XVII (2021-2022)
We seek examples of discipline, field-specific and workplace writing for the 

seventeenth edition of the journal (Vol. XVII) to be published in the summer/
fall 2022. Faculty in all disciplines, professional and/or certificate and workplace 
programs across the college are invited to submit student writing. Students who 
would like to submit writing should let their instructor know of their interest. 
Students will then revise their work under the guidance of their instructors 
before their instructors submit the writing to the journal. Submissions must 
be submitted ELECTRONICALLY in Microsoft Word. No PDFs please. Use 
the one-step submission form at the following web address: www.LoneStar.
edu/22237

All completed submissions include: (1) An online submission form provided 
at the above link and completed by the instructor. (2) The faculty member’s 
introductory paragraph included in the online form; and (3) a student release 
form signed by the student-writer. The release is a separate document from the 
online submission form and is available at the following: http://lonestarcollege.
formstack.com/forms/student_release_to_publish_writing

The brief introductory paragraph (150-character limit) written by the 
submitting instructor must include the name and number of the course but 
most importantly, an explanation of how the submission effectively illustrates a 
kind of writing, and/or writing skills important in that form of expression in the 
discipline, field or profession.

Both online forms are available at the CAC website under Faculty Forms: 
https://LSCMontgomeryCAC.com

Previous editions of the journal as flip books are also available at this site.

E-mail questions to: ronald.j.heckelman@lonestar.edu
LSC-Montgomery Writing Across the Curriculum 

Initiative and The WAC Journal, 
c/o: LSC-Montgomery Dept. of English

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: MAY 31, 2022
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T he faculty editors of the journal seek to present writing from as many 
academic disciplines and workplace programs as possible, limited only by the 

number of usable submissions and space available in the publication. As explained 
under “Purpose and Scope” and “Organization,” the journal is organized first by 
discipline and then by genre. This is intended to show the variety of genres within 
a discipline or area, and to assist both faculty and students to use the selections as 
instructional models if desired.

Generally speaking, The WAC Journal does not include poetry, fiction, drama, 
photography and art per se. Additionally, it is not intended merely as a collection 
of assignments or “student writing.” The writing published is intended to represent 
“real” discipline-linked expression and communication, akin to what is found within 
particular fields as well as professions. Most of the genres included are traditionally 
associated with specific disciplines; however, we also consider pieces that vary from the 
traditional forms. Submissions of mixed-genre and experimental writing are welcome.

The journal celebrates writing qua writing and we thus ask each faculty member 
who submits a piece to write an introduction to it. This introduction, as much as 
possible, presents the writing as an effective demonstration of discourse in a field 
and genre, and/or those notable cross-disciplinary skills useful for clear and precise 
communication. This introduction generally contributes significantly to the editors’ 
and journal readers’ understanding of the specific contributions the piece makes in 
illustrating communication style within a discipline. The faculty intro is not intended 
to be an introduction to the course or program of study per se. 

The degree of revision required after a piece has been submitted is a factor in the 
selection process. To minimize editorial intervention after a submission has been 
received, the editors ask the submitting faculty to work with the writer very closely 
to revise and prepare the piece for submission and consideration. This includes but is 
not limited to fullness of citations where needed as well as consistent and appropriate 
documentation style. 

A WAC Journal Submission Guide is available at the CAC website to assist both 
faculty and students with this process. The LSC-Montgomery writing center, The 
Write Place (G103) is also available for help with all writing matters. 

THE WAC JOURNAL ONLINE SELECTIONS
Some writing, especially that with a significant visual component, is available at 

the journal website.

How Submissions are selected for 
Publication in the WAC Journal
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ARTS 2346: Ceramics I
The Ceramics students research the Mimbres pottery culture 
and copy a Mimbres piece. The research into the pottery 
culture of the Mimbres people exposes the students to 
examples of design, abstraction, and surface treatment, as 
well as interesting ceremonial uses of pottery.

--Charles Wood

The Mimbres:  
A Culture of 
Art

Research Paper by 

HANNAH 
KLEBIEKO

The Mimbres: A Culture of Art

In the year 1919, a couple by the name of Burt and Harriet Cosgrove 
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purchased a piece of land outside Silver City, New Mexico. The property 
looked like much of the New Mexican terrain surrounding it, with many 
rocks and low shrubbery. But there was one unique feature adorning the 
land that was the reason for which the Cosgrove’s bought it in the first 
place: low mounds that marked the ruins of an ancient settlement. The 
couple named the property Treasure Hill (Kidder) and these ruins were 
the ‘treasure’ for which the hills were named. But the true ‘treasure’ was 
not gold or silver as one might think; rather, it was the treasure of the 
beautiful, handmade ceramics that belonged to a culture long since passed: 
the Mimbres. The Mimbres were an ancient culture known for their unique 
pottery which has fascinated people all around the globe with its intricate 
designs and special purposes.

The Mimbres were a subgroup of the larger group of Native Americans 
known as the Mogollon who populated the American Southwest (Isabella). 
It has been speculated that the Mogollon were in the region “from 
approximately AD 200–1450” (“Mogollon Culture”). The Mimbres resided 
in the southwestern side of New Mexico in what is known as the Mimbres 
Valley. Here, the people first lived in “small villages of circular wattle-and-
daub pit houses” which eventually evolved into larger “adobe and masonry 
apartment houses that were built at ground level and rose one to three 
stories high” (“Mogollon Culture”). Some also lived “in semi-underground 
dwellings” (Isabella) in the cliff sides later in their history. Along with their 
hunter-gatherer lifestyle, they also pursued agricultural endeavors, designing 
and using “complex irrigation canals” (Isabella) to grow corns and other 
edibles. The people flourished and the culture grew, but it wasn’t until “the 
Classical Mimbres Phase” [which] lasted from about 1000 AD to about 
1150 AD” ("The Mimbres Culture”) that the pottery we now call ‘Classic 
Mimbres’ culminated into the artwork we see today.

The pottery was made with clay that was most likely gathered from the 
streams and rivers in the surrounding area, although “researchers have yet 
to locate the [exact] sources of the clay” (Isabella). Since the ancient people 
did not have access to a kick or motor-powered wheel as we do today, their 
pieces had to be sculpted by hand in the traditional method of ‘coiling.’ 
Using this technique, long coils of clay were stacked on top of a round, flat 
base. These coils were then smoothed on both the inside and the outside 
of the piece to give it a seamless look. The majority of Mimbres bowls were 
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“hemispheric in shape, about 10 inches in diameter and 5 inches deep” 
("What Became of the Mimbres?").  Interestingly, the “Mimbres potters 
were primarily women, though men may have contributed to some stages of 
production” ("Abstract Motifs of Mimbres Ceramics”) such as transporting 
the heavy clay back to the settlements. After being formed, and in an early 
form of buffering, stones were rubbed on the inside of the clay body to give 
it a smooth, clean finish (Isabella). Next, the vessels were “’slipped’” white-
first, with black designs painted on afterward” (Klassen). This ‘slip’ was a 
bath of fine, liquified clay that, in this case, acted as a white base coat before 
the final paints were applied. Finally, “the pots were fired in large above 
ground kilns” ("Abstract Motifs of Mimbres Ceramics") to harden them for 
use. It was during the painting process that the intricate, essential designs of 
Mimbres pieces came to life.

‘Black-On-White’ is the classic name of this Mimbres style. The 
black paint was “made by mixing ground iron ore and a plant-derived 
binder” (Isabella). Although black and white were the primary colors 
used, pieces were  “sometimes red and brown” (Klassen) and other such 
earthy tones as “varied firing temperatures produce[d] hues ranging from 
bright orange to russet brown to black”("Abstract Motifs of Mimbres 
Ceramics"). Without a written language, the Mimbres used their artwork 
to share and depict their life and the world around them. Women giving 
birth, men hunting, swimming, religious entities, spiritual rituals, the 
moon, and all manner of animals were depicted in the bold, stylized 
painting. Various geometric shapes were also incorporated into the pieces, 
with “triangles and circles…[being] the most common shapes used” and 
“variants include[ing] diamonds, squares, crosses, and spirals” (“Abstract 
Motifs of Mimbres Ceramics”) being more uncommon. All these features, 
“combined with amazingly fine and consistent lines” ("Abstract Motifs 
of Mimbres Ceramics") gave each piece a unique character with its own 
balance and symmetry. These pieces, precious to the people, were kept 
within the communities. Although the Mimbres had “sophisticated village 
sites and road systems” (Isabella), it can be deduced that they likely did 
not trade their pottery with other villages “as they rarely turn up outside 
Mimbres sites” (Isabella). Therefore, these pieces, filled with symbolism, 
were kept close to the people who made them and for good reason; these 
fascinating works of art held a special purpose for the Mimbres people that 
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far surpassed the use of a simple container.
Traditionally, ceramics are used for one of two purposes: decoration 

or daily use. Some of the pieces found at Mimbres archaeological sites, 
“unpainted plain brownware” (Isabella), were simple bowls and jugs, fully 
intact and most likely used for such tasks as containing food and water. 
Some of the decorated pieces were also used in such common ways, as 
“marks found on their interiors suggest they were scraped by people using 
spoons” (Isabella). However, some of the decorated pieces contained one 
final, unique feature that elevated their decorated surfaces to a higher 
importance. In the majority of Mimbres pottery, one will find a single hole 
broken through at the bottom of the piece. These holes were usually right in 
the middle of the painted artwork itself, disrupting the artwork of the piece 
and ruining it for any sort of practical use. But it was in these ‘useless’ bowls 
that the Mimbres people placed an important role. These bowls were used 
for funerals and arranged over the faces of the dead. The holes were known 
as “kill holes” and held the important use of offering “a way for a spirit to 
rise out” (Isabella) of the body. Perhaps the geometric shapes and various 
fauna on the bowls were also meant to focus and guide the soul upwards 
through the hole and into the afterlife. “Buried…indoors, underneath the 
living quarters” (“Abstract Motifs of Mimbres Ceramics”), over “1,009 such 
burials” (Isabella) were found and recorded. 

The Mimbres were a fascinating people who left behind an amazing 
treasure trove of historical art for the world to discover. Around the years 
1150 to about 1450 AD (“The Mimbres Culture”), the Mimbres people 
seemingly vanished without a trace, leaving behind only their empty 
settlements and buried pottery for archaeologists to discover hundreds of 
years later. It is unclear as to what happened to them. Burt and Harriet 
Cosgrove bought the original property of Treasure Hill in order to preserve 
and keep safe the artifacts of these ancient people, and it worked. Thanks to 
their efforts for protecting the archaeological site and other such endeavors, 
many pieces of art were saved from inexperienced diggers and pot-hunters 
(Kidder). In the end, the art of the Mimbres pottery is still coveted by 
archaeologists and collectors alike, and its techniques are still being 
practiced and replicated in studios to this day.  
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ARTS 1303: Art History - Prehistory To 
Gothic
In his research project, Travis Lemm conducts a comparative 
analysis of ancient Greek and Assyrian stone carvings. 
Specifically, the “Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III” 
of Assyria and the “Stele of Dexileos” of Athens are 
investigated. His research shows the similarities and 
differences in how these two cultures expressed their 
religion, warfare, and view of power and authority. Travis 
also considers the influence of one culture on another while 
including a formal artistic analysis of each style of carving. 
One aspect that makes us human is the expression of one’s 
culture and belief systems through art, literature, music, 
religion, etc. Exploring cultures from the past though the arts 
creates a human connection in the present that can influence 
the future.

--Ashley Sheffield

A Comparison Of 
Ancient Assyrian 
And Greek Stone 
Carvings

Research Paper by 

TRAVIS LEMM

Abstract
This research project explores the influence different cultures can have 

on each other, and how this influence affects their art by looking at different 
types of relief from two ancient cultures: Assyrian relief panels, and Greek 
stelai. To research this topic, an annotated bibliography was conducted in 
which specific pieces from each style and culture were discussed, as well 
as the histories behind some pieces, and the cultural and technological 
aspects surrounding them. This process revealed that while each group’s 
individual culture was present in each artwork, there were similarities in 
style and purpose, and many differences could be explained by a difference 
in technology.

Introduction
The interaction of cultures is like the mixing of paint. The more two 

groups of people exchange aspects of themselves, the more those aspects are 
shared between them. This is true today and also in antiquity. The empires 
of Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean interacted for thousands of years, 
through conflict and through trade, exchanging many cultural aspects from 
warfare, to religion, to art.

This paper will focus on the artwork produced by the ancient Assyrians 
and ancient Greeks, the cultural values that are expressed in those artworks, 
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and the similarities and differences between them. The analysis for the 
Assyrians will focus on their carved stone portraits called reliefs, particularly 
two on the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III. These artworks portrayed 
many aspects of Assyrian life, from religious ritual to the decimation of 
enemy cities. Much of Assyrian culture is displayed in these pieces. The 
analysis for the Greeks will focus on their stelai, specifically the stele of 
Dexileos. Much like Assyria’s reliefs, Greece’s stelai show much about 
its culture, from warfare, to religion, and everything in between. After 
analyzing the two cultures separately, a comparative analysis between the 
two will be conducted, examining where they intersect and where they 
differ. Subjects such as religion, foreign policy, views on war, subject, 
composition, and style will be examined. Since the Assyrian Empire existed 
before the era in Greek history that is being analyzed, influence from Assyria 
onto Greek culture will also be explored. The stone carvings of both the 
ancient Assyrians and ancient Greeks share similar stylistic qualities, as well 
as expressing similar cultural aspects.

Cultures, History, and Pieces

Assyria
The Assyrian Empire was well known for its brutality. Its military often 

perpetrated atrocities that are unimaginable to us today. These horrific 
actions served a purpose, however. They demonstrated to a war-torn area 
that the power of the Assyrians could not be challenged without risking the 
utter annihilation of oneself and one’s people. Simply committing these 
atrocities was not enough to keep and hold the empire, however. Newly 
conquered subjects needed to be reminded of their defeat and subjugation, 
and potential enemies needed to be shown the might of Assyria. Propaganda 
served this need. Countless artworks were created in many styles to celebrate 
Assyria, and to intimidate enemies and dissenters; one such style of artworks 
was their reliefs.1

Assyria’s reliefs are some of the most common forms of their artwork 
found. Their style is very unique, and they carry with them political and 
religious significance. Beginning with their style, the poses of the human 
and animal figures are very rigid, as shown in Figure 1. Their bodies look 
 1 Dan Carlin, Dan Carlin’s Hardcore History: Kings of Kings. Podcast 
audio. December 2015.
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very stiff and most compositions are not very dynamic or flowing because of 
it. The scenes look very static, as if frozen in time. Making the figures in the 
pieces so rigid, as well as the equal spacing between figures that commonly 
occurs, gives many of these pieces a strong sense of rhythm and movement 
of a different kind. The eye bounces around the piece, which is often 

depicting a story, and 
gives life and movement 
to the characters of the 
story, as seen in Figure 
2. These works however, 
also often lack a sense of 
depth. Most figures seem 
to be on the same plane, 
the only thing hinting 
at anything different is 
occasional overlapping. 
Similarly, the Assyrian 

style is lacking realistic detail. Most figures have an unrepresentative look 
to them. The viewer can make out what it is, but it is an abstracted, near 
caricatured, version of what it is portraying. An aspect of these pieces that 
has been lost however is the paint that once covered them. These pieces, 
as well as many other types of artworks that the Assyrians created, were 
brightly painted in their entirety. While it is not widely known exactly what 
colors the Assyrians used and why, what is known is that blue was used 
frequently, most likely because resources that could be used to make the 
color were scarce in the area. Having it line palaces and other government 
buildings demonstrated Assyria’s wealth and power.2

Though the style of Assyrian reliefs was consistent, their subject matter
 2 Carlin, Dan Carlin’s Hardcore History.

To view complete paper and color graphics, please visit:

https://lscmontgomerycac.com/2021/Travis-Lemm

https://lscmontgomerycac.com/2021/Travis-Lemm
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ART HISTORY 1303 (H): Prehistory To 
Gothic:
In his research project, Marcelo analyzes how musical 
instruments were depicted in ancient Greek art and how 
this impacted the culture. After his introduction and literature 
review of scholarly sources, Marcelo researches the 
mythological origin stories of several instruments including 
the lyre, aulos, and harp. Through his research, Marcelo 
compares the depiction and perception of these musical 
instruments and how the visual arts and music correlate 
within the culture. In studying art history it is found that 
music and art, along with other creative movements, 
give us a better insight into the paradigms of a peoples’ 
culture and creative process. Marcelo shows the cultural 
synthesis of two different art forms in a well-researched and 
organized project.

--Ashley Sheffield

Representation 
Of Musical 
Instruments In 
Ancient Greek Art

Research Paper by 

MARCELO 
GUZMAN

Abstract 
This paper will analyze the depiction of musical instruments in 

Ancient Greek art and its impact on culture. First, an analysis was done on 
several literature sources describing the implications of art and culture in 
Ancient Greece, the history behind these instruments, mythological origin 
stories of several instruments, and discussions on several art pieces depicting 
these instruments. The correlation between music and art from Ancient 
Greece is established by analyzing three popular instruments during the 
period, and how the research from the literature sources explicate the overall 
perception and influence of these instruments. When finding the correlation 
between music and art, there will be a lot of historical analysis on the 
mythological creation stories of the instruments. The analysis will conclude 
with the overall impact that musical depiction in art has had on Ancient 
Greek culture and the culture in the modern era. The research indicates 
that these art pieces truly affected the perception of musical instruments 
in Ancient Greece, which created a cultural impact on the understanding 
of musical influence from art pieces. The influence of musical art 
depictions transcends to the modern era. Additionally, some instrumental 
interpretations have not changed from ancient times. Finally, the research 
does indicate that no instrument has been depicted in a negative aspect, as 
illustrated by the origin stories and histories behind several instruments. 
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Further research is needed to explain the lack of correlation between the 
mythology and depiction in art of the instruments that were analyzed.

Introduction
Musical instruments in Ancient Greece have been depicted in a 

multitude of ways in art forms. The impact and significance of these 
depictions have influenced the perception of instruments from a cultural 
perspective that would influence future perceptions of these instruments 
in proceeding civilizations all the way to the modern era. The analysis of 
the paper will first begin with the correlation between music and art from 
Ancient Greece, and how this correlation began. When analyzing the 
correlation between music and art there is an emphasis on the mythological 
creation stories of the instruments being analyzed. The analysis will then be 
followed by individual analysis of some representation of the most popular 
instruments in Ancient Greek art and how it relates back to the culture. This 
encompasses three of the most popular instruments during this time, which 
include the lyre, aulos, and the harp. Through their creation stories, these 
instruments will be studied in their depiction through various art forms, 
which leads to their overall impact on Ancient Greek culture. Furthermore, 
this paper will analyze the long-lasting impact that art depiction has had 
on these instruments and the overall portrayal of musical culture in future 
civilizations. After analyzing the depiction of the lyre, aulos, and the harp in 
Ancient Greek art, this paper will address the cultural impact that these art 
pieces had on Ancient Greek musical culture, but the long-lasting impact of 
these depictions throughout musical cultures that proceed Ancient Greece.

Literature Review
Theodor E. Ulieriu-Rostás’ article, "Music and Socio-Cultural Identity 

in Attic Vase Painting: Prolegomena to Future Research (Pt 1)," depicts 
a traditional understanding of the formation of some art pieces, which 
depict musical instruments. In one aspect of the article, he theorizes that 
these art pieces were utilized to establish “musical identities” . Ulieriu-
Rostás believes that the establishment of these musical identities may 
have originated from “verbal enunciations” which helps “integrate and 
generate new social meaning” for the artistic elements created in Ancient 
Greece . The idea behind his theory is that artistic value came from the 
mythological stories passed through generations. The mythological origins 
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of musical instruments are depicted in art, but without the context behind 
the formation of these instruments, the art pieces would not have the 
same significance. The connection between music and art through this 
theory is the concept of mythology and the role that it played on Ancient 
Greek culture and its influence on artistic creativity. Another theory from 
Ulieriu-Rostás that connects art and music together would be his idea of 
marketing and distribution. Ulieriu-Rostás conceptualizes that specific 
“pottery output might have been produced with a specific external market 
in mind” . His theory on an outside market is that there could have been 
an outside influence, the buyers, to want a specific art piece that may 
contain the depiction of a particular instrument or they could not have 
been a significant amount of outside influence on the artistic depiction of 
instruments overall and the artist had the liberty to create what they pleased. 
Nevertheless, Ulieriu-Rostás believes that the influence of an outside market 
could have a major correlation as well in the development of musical 
instrument depictions in art. 

In connection to Ulieriu-Rostás’ article about the sources in connection 
of art and music, there is also Francesca Cannella’s article depicting the 
influence of mythology on the depiction of musical iconography. In the 
article, Cannella explicates how the story of the Argonauts is “one of the 
best-known subjects in Greek mythology” . Additionally, Cannella’s article 
continues to explain how the characters in the myth utilize their unique 
skills to contribute to the mission that the protagonist was sent out to do. 
Cannella describes the contribution of music into the uniqueness of the 
characters by illustrating that “music belongs to these characters” which 
contribute to the overall success of the mission . The mythology of the 
Argonauts, According to Cannella, continues to influence the musical 
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iconography of these characters from the “classical times” all the way 
through “the modern period” . 

Furthermore, Ellen Van Keer’s article regarding the interpretation 
of mythology and its influence on Ancient Greek civilization further 
elucidates the connection between music and art and its contribution 
to the interpretation of musical instruments. Van Keer depicts multiple 
myths regarding several instruments to illustrate the varying mythologies 
associated with musical instruments and how these myths continue to 
affect societal perceptions, which also influences the depiction of these 
instruments in art forms. Van Keer explicates that “all myths are polysemic” 
and that its understanding can allude to multiple meanings about what 
the story implicates about these instruments . She also speaks on the idea 
that mythology can be interpreted as “historical reality” based on a number 
of circumstances that are applicable to the myth . On the other hand, she 
believes that there could be an additional comprehension of the myth under 
“symbolic”  meaning, which is based on varying circumstances as well. 
The point that Van Keer emphasizes is the idea that these two different 
perceptions of mythology do not have to be “mutually exclusive but 
complementary.” 

Analysis

Lyre

History of the Lyre  
The lyre is one of the most recognized pieces in Ancient Greek 

iconography, due to its association with the ancient mythology. It has a “U” 
shaped body, which sets it apart from a lot of instruments. It is constantly 
being compared to the harp, as it has a similar function and has some 
resemblance. One mythological story that arises for the significance of the 
lyre was found in Francesca Cannella’s article. In Cannella’s article, she 
explains how the lyre was strongly associated with king Theseus. According 
to Cannella, Theseus “was an expert in all arts and he was said to have learnt 
the lyre among other things” . According to Cannella the understanding 
of how the lyre came to be associated with Theseus is not completely 
understood, due to some conflicting origin stories that depict an alternate 
association between other mythological characters and the instrument itself. 
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However, it is understood that the origin of the lyre did come from the 
constellation of Lyra. According to Greek mythology, the lyre was created 
by “Hermes, who gave it to his half-brother Apollo, and again passed it over 
to Orpheus” . The depiction of the lyre and Theseus is extremely special due 
to the depiction of Theseus and the lyre in many pieces of iconography. In 
another mythological story, Heracles, who is depicted as a “hero […] for 
his athletic spirit,” is depicted as a “musician- a performer on the kithara 
[…], lyre or pipes” in many pieces . The idea is that musicianship truly does 
play a pivotal role in Grecian culture. Specifically, stringed instruments are 
usually the muse for the artist to create their pieces. The analysis behind 
this association might be because of the mythologies regarding stringed 
instruments and the biased that these stories formulate to support stringed 
instruments over other instrument families. 

Depiction of Lyre in Art  
There are some depictions of the Lyre in several art pieces. One, in 

particular, is the Francois Vase (Figure 1). In the vase, the upper register 
is the depiction of Theseus saving the seven male youths and seven female 
youths from the minotaur in the labyrinth. The fourteen youths can be seen 
following Theseus as he plays the lyre and guides them to safety. This is an 
important aspect of understanding the role that not only do the characters 
play in Greek mythology but also their association to a musical instrument 
and the role that it plays in the mythology as well. In this piece, there is 
an association of joy and life due to Theseus playing music after saving the 
14 youths from death. This can be understood as the association between 
celebration and happiness to not only Theseus but with the instrument as 
well. In the piece, the youths are holding hands with one another as they 
celebrate their escape. This is important to understand due to Theseus 
leading the line as he plays the lyre, the role that lyre plays in this scenario 
is that it is a beacon of joy. This is because the youths are not just following 
Theseus, but they are following the sound of music as they enjoy their 
newfound freedom. 

To view complete paper and color graphics, please visit:

http://LSCMontgomeryCAC.com/2021/Marcelo-Guzman

http://LSCMontgomeryCAC.com/2021/Marcelo-Guzman
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ARTS 2346: Ceramics I
Students were to copy the style of the Mimbres pottery 
culture and then put their own thoughts into the piece with 
the same treatment. In this piece, Veronica has expressed 
her feelings about the current Covid-19 epidemic, in the 
style of the Mimbres. She calls it ‘Bat Soup Bowl'.

--Charles Wood

Ceramic: 
Bat Soup 
Bowl

Ceramic by

VERONICA 
LACHMAN
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MUAP 1191: Applied Private 
Lessons—Music Composition
In this original composition, Titus creates a picturesque 
soundscape where the melody resembles a cherry blossom 
petal being rustled by a gentle breeze, only to be caught 
up by a dash of wind that turns into a wild dance, ending 
with a melody that is transformed by the journey it had 
just taken. The composition is distinct in that Titus does not 
play the flute, nor did he get to listen to the work until its 
final product was completed; i.e., it was written with pure 
imagination of what a flute might sound like. This concept 
of narrative composition is unique in that it honors both the 
past and the present within a novel soundscape, resembling 
the music of the French avant-garde of the early twentieth 
century while maintaining a pulse on trends of early twenty-
first century music. 

--Martin Quiroga Jr.

Original 
Composition 

Original Composition 
by

TITUS THOMAS

To view performance, please visit:

http://LSCMontgomeryCAC.com/2021/Titus-Thomas

Original composition by Titus Thomas

Link to Performance: 
https://youtu.be/71D_Uyvi7xU?t=2422

The Score: (see below)

http://LSCMontgomeryCAC.com/2021/Titus-Thomas
https://youtu.be/71D_Uyvi7xU?t=2422
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Original Compositiion

Titus	Thomas	(b.2000)

Fall	Of	The	Cherry	Blossom
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Experiencing American higher education is a dream of almost every 
student globally. University life is more than just receiving education and 
a diploma, it is also about forming long-term friendships and utilizing the 
campus’s opportunities. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has created 
tremendous changes in many lives, and the way general education is 
received is one of them. Both students and teachers are forced to adapt to a 
new way of learning, like getting used to group video calls, reevaluating the 
syllabus and teaching methods, and primarily teaching at home. Though 
for some people this lifestyle may seem like a dream, for most, this created a 
plethora of various problems from financial to psychological.

Traditionally, education occurs face-to-face, in a classroom or 
auditorium, with the instructor explaining the material to the class. 
However, with the aid of technology, students can now receive education 
through online programs in various parts of the world, which substantially 
helps students who are physically impaired and wish to attend the class, and 
even students who simply cannot move to study at their dream university. It 
provides equal and diverse opportunities for all students.

However, a question arises: is online learning good or bad? Multiple 
research studies have shown that people have various learning methods: 

BIOL 1407: Biology II For Majors
Kristina’s essay summarizes the impact of COVID-19 
lockdown on both personal and academic performance. 
This type of literature summary is an important part of 
scientific writing. It is important to use sources with different 
points of view to understand the state of knowledge before 
starting a research project. Kristina has read studies about 
different modes of learning, academic performance as well 
as mental aspects of student’s health: depression, anxiety, 
stress and loneliness. She analyzed the data from this 
scientific literature and made interesting conclusions. 

-- Andrei Nesterovitch

How Did 
the Covid-19 
Pandemic Affect 
Students’ Mental 
Health and 
Academic  
Performance?

Essay by

KRISTINA 
SMOLYAKOVA
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visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic (Chick, 2010). Most 
people use a variety of methods for efficient remembrance of material. 
When using the internet, students can access virtually all these methods, 
which is beneficial for those who employ multiple ways to learn. Face-
to-face learning can be limiting as it often relies on having patients to 
listening and sometimes visual skills. In an interview at Michigan State 
University, Professor Christine Greenhow believes that online and hybrid 
learning has proven to be more successful than face-to-face as it allows 
students to learn at their own pace, think deeper and more critically over 
the topics while at the same time engaging in discussions online (Greenhow, 
2020). Nevertheless, when asked about the social development students 
acquire during education, Greenhow was unable to answer directly. She 
mentioned that the U.S. simply lacks “similar investment in our technology 
infrastructure”, which can be argued. Miles Patterson’s functional model of 
nonverbal exchange (Patterson, 1995) identified that by the pure natural 
inheritance, all face-to-face communications are engaging physically, 
cognitively, and emotionally, suggesting that using all of these cues, a person 
can form a cohesive judgment of the other party. The type of technological 
advancements that she may be talking about are currently only seen in 
sci-fi movies, and the time when they will be available on mass market is in 
relatively far future. 

So, what effect did COVID-19 have on the way that people began 
to communicate with each other on a mental health level? Isolation, 
quarantine, and social distancing rules enforced by the government created 
an inability for people to meet and socialize, which is a need that most 
humans have – even the most introverted people. In order to be able 
to communicate with one another, humans became heavily reliant on 
technology. Apps such as Facebook, Snapchat, FaceTime, etc. are now part 
of our daily routine more than ever. Even though this allows people to talk 
to each other instantaneously, did this have any effect on our social skills?

A recent study by Swiss researchers (Elmer) has worked on a 
longitudinal study that showcased the severe impact the COVID-19 
pandemic had on the students’ mental health.
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Fig 6. Mean scores and standard errors of the (a) depression, (b) anxiety, (c) 
stress, and (d) loneliness scale by measurement time-point (x-axis). The scales 
theoretically ranged between 0–60 (a), 0–21 (b), 0–40 (c), and 1–4 (d). The 
significance levels of paired t-tests of previous time-points with the COVID-19 
wave (April 2020) are indicated by asterisks, ��� p < .001; �� p < .01; � p < .05; 
n.s. = not significant. 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0236337.g006   
Prior to looking at the results, it should be noted that they have been 

collected after the Swiss university, where this experiment was conducted, 
has been in lockdown for around two weeks. According to Fig.6, it is 
evident that there has been an overall rise in depression, anxiety, stress, 
and loneliness in students. The most shocking was the rise in percentage of 
people who reported feeling symptoms of depression. Since the beginning 
of the pandemic, multiple studies have shown that symptoms of depression, 
anxiety, stress and loneliness have also developed in the overall population: 
there is a 93% increase in the number of people seeking help for anxiety 
and depression compared to January 2019 (MentalHealthAmerica, 2021). 
In October 2020, 36% of Americans reported “serious loneliness” (Cashin, 
2021), and the levels of stress are 5.6 (on a 10 base scale where 10 is “great 
deal of stress” and 1 is “little to no stress”) which is the highest it has been 
since April 2020 (Bethune, 2021).

Brandley Okdie conducted an experiment where participants had 
to talk face to face and online with other participants and report their 
experience each time on certain bases: whether they liked interacting with 
their partner, the difficulty in interaction, and self-centeredness. This 
research found that participants, despite having a more challenging time 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0236337.g006
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coming up with topics to talk about, found face-to-face interactions more 
enjoyable and a higher feeling of oneness with the person (Okdie, 2011).

Even though online courses are appealing as they could be easier 
and more convenient to do, researchers David Alan Sapp and James L. 
Simon found that face-to-face students tended to receive a higher grade 
than those students in online classes; “65% of the students in face-to-face 
sections of first-year composition received a final grade in the “A” range, 
while only 22% of the students received such a grade in online sections” 
(Sapp & Simon, 2005). So, on top of the fact that online education has 
shown to not be an effective way to achieve higher grades, how do they 
know whether people were truly learning instead of cheating? It is possible 
to install applications that can monitor your laptop and eyesight, but we 
know how creative humans can be in finding ways to cheat. This creates a 
further worry: if this type of learning continues, how can we be sure about 
the people that we are sending out into the world? In other words, into 
the hands of what people do we put our lives into? All these questions are 
currently being asked and it’s fair to say that it is a very serious issue to think 
about.

Considering all the above experiments, it is clear how much students 
need social interactions and how missing out on them can lead to 
tremendous psychological problems. In the digitalized world we live in 
today, most of the population are relatively versed in ‘how to use a laptop.’ 
According to The Common Sense Census teenagers today spend around 7 
hours a day staring at a screen (Rideout, 2019) which means that they, out 
of all people who use technology, have the most knowledge in how to use 
these devices to gain knowledge and communicate with others. However, 
a survey published in 2019 (Gierdowski, 2019), showed that 70 percent 
of students preferred a face-to-face environment, which suggests that even 
though there is all this fantastic technology that people can use, it is not 
the same experience as sitting in a classroom with classmates, answering 
and asking questions. It is essential to understand that having face-to-face 
connections and socializing outside of our laptops is a crucial component 
to having a well-functioning mental health and developing our socialization 
skills to the full extend. Universities, in Gierdowski’s opinion, need to come 
back to face-to-face or hybrid classes as soon as possible; otherwise, the 
world could be facing an even bigger mental illness crisis than there is today. 
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SCIT 1314: Workplace Microbiology. 
Keeping detailed records of lab protocols and results is 
essential for all scientists. This is especially true if those 
records will be used in patient-care or in patent filings. 
Chris has created a record of his experiment that precisely 
describes the steps involved in his procedure and designed 
a clear method for recording results. This is exactly the type 
of information needed to evaluate reliability in later stages 
of an investigation. Chris's conclusions are particularly 
well-done. He explains how his results conform to the 
hypothesis of lactose operon induction, lending support 
to the hypothesis. This clear connection between the 
purpose of the experiment and the results not only shows 
his understanding of the principles involved, but also gives 
anyone using the information confidence in the results.

 –Julie Harless

Lab Notebook 
Entry: 
Experiment 
53: Enzyme 
Induction

Research Paper by

CHRISTOPHER 
SHERWOOD

Experiment 53: Enzyme Induction

IntroductionI n E.coli, the construction of proteins that catabolize lactose are 
regulated by the lac operon, a region within E.coli’s genome. Under 
conditions where glucose is present and lactose is absent, the operon is 
repressed via the lacI repressor protein binding to the operator site, while 
CRP does not bind to its respective site. This disallows the passage of RNA 
Polymerase. The polymerase function is to transcribe the genes lacZ, lacY, and 
lacA. If both glucose and lactose are present, then the lacI repressor protein 
will detach from the operator, but CRP will not attach to its binding site 
resulting in the DNA to be in such a shape that disallows RNA Polymerase 
from transcribing the coding region at its full capacity. In the instance where 
lactose is present and glucose is absent, CRP binds to its site on the operon 
and the lacI repressor detaches which allows RNA Polymerase to continue 
onto the operon’s coding region at full capacity. Because the lacI repressor is 
not covalently bonded to the operator, it will disassociate at times and allow 
minimal production of proteins.

In this experiment, two different strains of E.coli were used: wild-type 
(lactose positive) and a mutant strain (lactose negative). The wild type strain 
contains a functioning lac operon while the mutant strain lacks a lac operon 
in order to function as a negative control group. (1)
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Purpose
To determine what conditions lead to the expression of the lacZ gene
and the subsequent production of the β-galactosidase protein in E.coli.
Procedure
Aliquoted 5mL of lac positive E. coli into three tubes and 5mL of lac
negative culture into 3 tubes. Labeled each set +glucose, +lactose, +H2O,
respectively.
Added 5mL of either 10% lactose, 10% glucose, or H2O, to each
appropriate culture tube.
Incubated all tubes for 2 hours at 37 degrees Celsius in shaker incubator.
Removed tubes from incubator and added 5 drops of toulene to all tubes
and vigorously mixed tube for approximately 1 minute.
Added 100 microliters of x-gal to all tubes and allowed to sit for
approximately 1 hour.

Results
In the lac positive glucose tube there was a light blue hue present while
the lac negative glucose tube remained colorless. The lac positive lactose tube
had a significantly more concentrated blue hue when compared to all other
tubes and the lac negative lactose tube remained colorless. The lac positive
H2O tube had a light blue hue as well while the lac negative H2O tube
remained colorless.

Conclusion
The qualitatively stronger blue hue present in the lac positive lactose tube 

suggests that when E.coli is solely in the presence of lactose the lac operon 
is fully induced because of the binding of CRP and the disassociation of the 
lacI repressor resulting in higher amounts of β-galactosidase being produced. 
The lighter hues of blue in the remaining culture tubes indicate that even 

Lab Notebook Entry
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when not in the presence of lactose E.coli will produce minimal amounts of 
β-galactosidase due to the repressor spontaneously disassociating from the 
operator region.  

Reference List
Cappuccino, James G, Chad Welsh. Microbiology: A Laboratory Manual ; Pearson: Hoboken, 

NJ,   2020; p 375.
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COMM 1307: Introduction To Mass 
Communications
Ruth Cantu’s essay is a very good example of creative 
thinking in evaluating and implementing the broader aspects 
of a writing assignment. Ruth chooses a very specific film 
sub-genre to explore and explicate her choices for best 
Book-to-Film adaptations. Ms. Cantu capably examines 
and discusses technical and creative choices in her film 
selections and bolsters her arguments with references. 
However, perhaps the strongest element of her essay is the 
intrapersonal dimension added to the analysis--giving the 
reader an immediate connection to Ruth’s perspective on 
each film. The confluence of several conceptual dimensions 
provides the essay with the creativity to produce a 
compelling read.

--Tony Fuller

Top 3 Book-
to-Film 
Adaptions of 
the 2010s

Essay by

RUTH CANTU

Books have always held a very special place in my heart, as I am sure 
they do for most avid readers. For me, it was an escape from reality that 
allowed my imagination to run wild and create visuals from words on a 
page. My memory of the first time I was truly excited to see a film that had 
been adapted from a book is still very fresh in my mind. 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerers’ Stone took me places I had never have 
been able to conjure up on my own. My excitement was uncontrollable 
until the release of the film; however, upon viewing the film, I realized my 
imagination painted certain scenes differently. So many moments from the 
book were not in the film. I allowed myself to accept that an adapted film 
could not possibly be an exact copy. Otherwise, the film would be 10 hours! 
Upon reflection, I soon learned to appreciate the creativity behind trying to 
transform a book into a film without losing the integrity of the story. There 
are a multitude of excellent films adapted from books. I will be focusing on 
the Top 3 book-to-film adaptions of the 2010s. 

In 2018, Call Me by Your Name won the Oscar for Best Adapted 
Screenplay. The award went to James Ivory, who became the oldest winner 
of a competitive Oscar at 89. The film, based on the 2007 novel by André 
Aciman, tells the story of a young man named Elio who falls for his father’s 
research assistant during a summer in the Italian countryside. Rolling Stone 
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Magazine ranked it #40 on their list of best movies from the 2010s (Fear). I 
have not had the pleasure of reading the novel, but the feelings that stirred 
in me while watching the film made me imagine that I own a wrinkled copy 
of the book kept on the top shelf of my bookcase and read once a year. 

The lead of the film, actor Timothée Chalamet, was nominated for Best 
Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role by The Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences. Although Chalamet did not win, I believe his 
performance was definitely worthy of acclaim. The final scene of the film 
is a close-up shot of Elio, played by Chalamet, as he sits in front of a 
fireplace reflecting on his relationship and processing his grief. The scene 
lasts through the end of the credits, about four minutes, and Chalamet 
is perfection during the entire duration. The scene forces the audience to 
process their feelings regarding the entire film, and Chalamet’s performance 
provides such a variety of emotions that force you to take the emotional ride 
alongside him (Hassall). 

In 2012, I joined a small book club with a group of friends and can still 
remember my confusion upon reading the first book, Room. Several pages 
into the book made me realize it was from the point of view of a young 
boy living within the same four walls he was born in. The film adaption 
was far superior to the book, which is especially confusing since both were 
written by Emma Donoghue. Room, released in 2015, is ranked #176 of the 
top 250 films ranked by users (“IMDb Top”) and was nominated for Best 
Achievement in Directing, as well as Best Writing, Adapted Screenplay by 
the Academy Awards in 2016. 

The director of Room had many challenges to face while filming since 
most of the story takes place in the confines of a room with specific size 
specifications. An environment the director, Lenny Abrahamson, chose to 
focus on giving the audience an authentic experience (Kelly). The camera 
tricks and shots required to accomplish such a result were extremely 
complicated but were done flawlessly. 

Adapting a screenplay from a book is very tedious and stressful. 
Changing plot points and details to condense the overall arch of the story 
requires skilled talent and creativity. The screenplay for Room had the 
advantage of being adapted by the book’s author. Having the opportunity to 
change your own work must be quite thrilling and creates a better product. 
The film does an excellent job of staying true to the story while allowing for 
some changes to make an overall better picture. 
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Little Women was originally published in two volumes in 1868 and 
1869. Over a dozen adaptations have been made for TV, stage, and film 
since its publication (“All the Little Women”). Although many adaptations 
have been highly acclaimed and well received, the most recent adaptation in 
2019 received an Academy Award nomination for Best Adapted Screenplay, 
written by Greta Gerwig. This most recent version mostly stays true to the 
novel by Louisa May Alcott, but it does make several major changes that 
give it a fresh new take and a slightly more modern feel. Gerwig was able to 
dismantle and reassemble the novel’s timeline and allow flow of emotional 
beats instead of just narrative ones. 

Jacqueline Durran won the Oscar for Best Achievement in Costume 
Design for Little Women and is well deserved. Durran did quite a bit of 
research to get a feel for the era being portrayed. Different color palettes 
were assigned for each of the main female characters that were inspired 
by details in the novel (Specter). The amount of creativity that went into 
the costume design is obvious when watching the film. The wardrobe that 
the lead actress wears immediately identifies her character and personality, 
which allows the audience to know exactly the type of person she is. 
Ranking my favorite book-to-film adaptions was practically impossible, 
which is why I searched Top 10 lists and online opinions. Whether I agreed 
with the Top 10 list choices or not, several films have left my viewing 
experience changed. Now, I re-watch films with a new set of eyes and insider 
knowledge. After learning about the films mentioned above, I will definitely 
be watching them again from a new perspective. 
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EDUC 2301: Introduction- Special 
Populations
Ashle’s reflection indicates that she has a clear concept of 
cultural responsiveness. The information is both analytical 
and thoughtful. The reflection includes teacher strategies 
to achieve academic equity for all students. She discusses 
cultural challenges related to providing personal services 
to aid culturally and linguistically diverse students. Ashle 
reflects on the reality of issues confronting students that a 
teacher needs to consider beyond the normal classroom 
issues. She gives a solution to help these students by 
following goals, plans, IEP’s and being an advocate for 
these students. The reflection came from the heart.

--Sidonia Golden

Culturally 
Diverse 
Special 
Education

Personal Reflection by

ASHLE ROMINE

Culturally Diverse Special Education
I have personally seen how cultural diversity can affect special 

education students as well as general education. Students that do not have 
a support system at home do 
not do as well academically 
or emotionally as their peers. 
Special education students 
that have an advocacy team, 
including their parents, 
seem to thrive in the general 
education classroom. Their 
parents want them to learn 
to become independent and 
push their students at home 
as well as in the classroom. 
They tend to be more 

supportive of the staff that is involved with their child at school as well. 
Some students may have economic issues that interfere with their 

education. They may not have a ride to school due to car problems or not 
having a vehicle at all. They may be hungry and unable to concentrate 
on their teacher’s lesson. A student who is unclean, without necessary 
medications, and so on due to limited monetary funds will have a difficult 
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time focusing. What about the ESL special education students? They will 
have a language barrier in addition to their barriers that put them into the 
special education category.

The best thing in my experience thus far with students is to get to 
know them, truly know them. Then you can tell if they are having a rough 
morning and need a minute. If they are normally on time and this week, 
they were late every day, something has changed at home. Does your 
student look unkempt and disheveled? Maybe they have no electricity or 
water. This is simpler if you have all general education students and you 
can get them to open up to you. If you have special education students and 
you notice things like this, you just may have to be their voice. Following 
goals, plans, IEP’s, and being a loving, caring advocate for your students 
both special education and general education can make a lasting and life 
changing mark on their education as well as their lives. 
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M y Social Distancing Story

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/
uploads/1613202/23616953/803279357/23616953_my_social_

distancing_story-_khan_2.mp4

EDUC.2301: Introduction To Special 
Populations
Tahmeela Khan has impressively created an animated 
video that will teach the special populations of elementary 
school students. She has captured an effective way to teach 
an important topic for the day, the COVID-19 pandemic. 
I was impressed with the simplicity of presenting each 
idea of social distancing in a positive way. She helps 
the students to see beyond the negative and look at the 
positive side of the events. She addressed a relevant topic 
and found a creative way to present it. Social Stories are 
an effective tool for special populations. In animating her 
social story, Tahmeela captures the attention of the students 
more effectively. Tahmeela’s social story is descriptive, 
meaningful, and emotionally safe for this audience. A 
social story describes more than directs and is tailored to 
the abilities and interests of its audience. 

--Sidonia Golden

My Social 
Distancing 
Story

Instructional Video by

TAHMEELA KHAN

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/803279357/23616953_my_social_distancing_story-_khan_2.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/803279357/23616953_my_social_distancing_story-_khan_2.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/803279357/23616953_my_social_distancing_story-_khan_2.mp4
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Controlling Your Emotions

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/
uploads/1613202/23616953/801539723/23616953_controlling-our-

emotions_compressed.mp4

EDUC 2301: Introduction To Special 
Populations 
Katherine created an animated instructional video for 
students with emotional/behavioral disorders for students for 
K-12 grades. She put a lot of critical thinking to the student 
population she was presenting to. This group of students 
will respond better to a visual cartoon than to just talking to 
them about their emotions. Her visual cartoon-like characters 
fit perfectly with the words she included on the video. This 
video is a good representation of the skills a teacher must 
possess to know how to communicate with their student 
population. I was very impressed with not only her skill 
in created the video but knowing how to create it in such 
a way that it would grab the students’ attention to be an 
effective teaching tool.

--Sidonia Golden

Controlling 
Your Emotions

Instructional Video by

KATHERINE 
SHAVER

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/801539723/23616953_controlling-our-emotions_compressed.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/801539723/23616953_controlling-our-emotions_compressed.mp4
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/801539723/23616953_controlling-our-emotions_compressed.mp4
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EDUC 2301: Introduction To Special 
Populatons. 
Mei Jhih Massey’s essay inspires future teachers by 
capturing the voices of education spokespersons and 
representatives of learning disabilities. We gain a sense of 
the ongoing conversation among educators about how we 
can best teach students who are, as Massey says, “unique, 
significant, and beautiful.” Within her essay, she defines 
learning disabilities, explores the components of self-
regulation strategy, and explains the stages of instruction. 
Her research paints a mosaic of teaching approaches 
for our most special population. We learn from Massey’s 
work that we do not teach in isolation, rather alongside the 
voices of the underrepresented.

--Sidonia Golden

Learning 
Disabilities

Essay by

MEI JHIH 
MASSEY

Learning Disabilities
“A learning disability is a neurological condition that interferes 

with a person’s ability to store, process, or  produce information. Learning 
disabilities can affect one’s ability to read, write, speak, spell, compute 
math, reason and also affect a person’s attention, memory, coordination, 
social skills and emotional maturity” (Learning Disabilities Association of 
America).

According to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), 
inclusionary and exclusionary are the two criteria for determining whether 
a student has a specific learning disability. Inclusionary is “a disorder in one 
or more of the basic psychological processes involved in understating or in 
using language, spoken or written” (Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act, Department of Education). Exclusionary is the disorder that is not 
due to an intellectual disability or environmental/economic disadvantages. 
Learning disabilities constitute the most prevalent disability category, 
comprising 36 percent of all students with disabilities (Turnbull et al. 208).

The characteristics of learning disabilities for academic achievement 
include reading disabilities/dyslexia, mathematics disabilities, memory, 
and emotional characteristics. “Approximately 80 percent of students 
with learning disabilities experience reading challenges” (Mercer et 
al.). These challenges are related to the following types of reading tasks, 
such as phonemic, word identification, reading fluency, and reading 

Essay
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comprehension. For all these reasons that develop more anxiety and 
frustration in reading for the students who have the learning disorder.

Mathematic disabilities, approximately 7 percent of all elementary and 
secondary students experience a math disability (Geary 4). Procedural, for 
example, “frequent errors in understanding math concepts, computing 
simple and complex math problems and sequencing the steps of the 
questions.” Fact retrieval is another example; students often have difficulty 
memorizing math facts and retrieve facts when needed (Turnbull et al.190).

Many students with learning disabilities have a hard time with short-
term, long-term, and working memory. For instance, in a math word 
problem, the student tries to find an answer. In the working memory, he or 
she may find the answer. However, “an ability to preserve some information 
while processing other information is the essence of working memory. 
Focusing specifically on improving working outcomes does not then 
translate to improvements in reading and math performance” (Swanson).

Students with learning disabilities will experience emotional challenges. 
“They are more likely to experience depression and anxiety than their 
peers who do not have these disabilities” (Nelson and Harwood 3). Instead 
of addressing their academic needs, teachers should not overlook their 
students’ emotional needs.

“It shouldn’t matter how slowly some children learn as long as we are 
encouraging them not to stop” (Meehan). Giving your students meaningful 
learning strategies can reduce their fear, anxiety, and depression release. 
So, the students will love to learn even they are slowly accomplishing 
their individual academic goals. We create the IEP for our students. “The 
IEP is not the student’s entire educational program but rather a road map 
containing the most important stops along the way to the final destination 
of learning and inclusion” (Jorgensen).

Teaching students with learning disabilities in writing is getting noticed. 
The instructional strategy of Self- Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD) 
major application has been to teach students how to write. We can see the 
process of how it benefits the students’ ability in writing. SRSD is used 
frequently across the elementary, middle, and secondary levels at RTI 
Tiers 1, 2, and 3. Briefly, it has broad flexibility and extensive application 
possibilities (Turnbull et al. 203).

As teachers, we can follow the key components of a Self-Regulation 
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Strategy. The first is having students set their goals and the steps to reach 
the goals to encourage strategic behavior. The second is self-instruction, 
which teaches students to overtly or covertly tell themselves what to do at 
each step of the writing process, for example, problem definition, focusing 
of attention and planning, strategy implementation, self-evaluation, 
and coping and self-control. The third is self-monitoring, which teaches 
students self-assessment and self-recording. The students use each step of 
the mnemonic strategy to check their work to confirm that all elements 
are addressed. And then, they can document their performance with a 
chart or graph. The fourth is self-reinforcement, which teaches students 
to highlight their success when they meet their goals. The last one is 
independent performance, which teaches students to reach their writing 
goals automatically without needing to rely on the strategy.

“Our job is not to prepare students for something. Our job is to help 
students prepare themselves for anything” (Spencer and Juliani). The 
effective instructional strategies for learning disabilities are the lesson plan 
that consists of six stages: develop background knowledge, discuss it, model 
it, memorize it, support it, and demonstrate independent performance 
(Turnbull et al. 205). Lesson plans organize these stages flexibly, sometimes 
varying the order, modifying them, or combining two of them into one 
(Turnbull et al. 205).

Early childhood educators can guide their students to practice the 
context through daily activities with a visual poster routine and providing 
the topic that relative to students’ interests to motivate their learning. The 
elementary and middle school educators can provide visual or graphic 
organizers to develop students’ background knowledge. By demonstrating 
or role-play to emphasize the points. So, the students enable to understand 
the concepts. Recording or monitoring for the secondary and transition 
students how well students can perform the skill, encouraging and pointing 
out the benefit of using learning strategies, giving students to explain what 
students will accomplish once they know the skills. By doing so, students 
learned how to store information and remember the concepts that they can 
carry it of their lifetime.

For all educators, “If a child can’t learn the way we teach, maybe we 
should teach the way they learn” (Estrada). Each child is unique, significant, 
and beautiful. “Don’t let the mind limit what an able heart can do” 
(Hensel).

Essay
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ENGLH 2328: American Literature 
1865-Present
Alec’s research project investigates how dream sequences 
in three American authors’ works reflect American identity. 
He applies psychoanalytic criticism in his analysis of these 
dream sequences, identifying and exploring significant 
aspects of the American character. First, he discusses 
the evolution of the science of dream interpretation, from 
Freudian psychoanalysis to modern theories based on 
neurological evidence. Then he applies these theories to 
selected works by American authors Ambrose Bierce, Philip 
K. Dick, and Khalid Hosseini. His work is interdisciplinary 
in that it encompasses psychological, scientific, literary, and 
historical inquiry. Alec’s work demonstrates critical analysis 
and research of very high caliber and is impressive in both 
its depth and breadth of scholarly investigation.

--Molly Lasco

What Dreams 
May Come: How 
Psychoanalytic 
Criticism of Dream 
Sequences in 
Literature Define 
the American 
Identity

Research by 

ALEC LEAPER

Abstract
The dream sequence is a common trope employed within literature 

throughout the world, enabling the depiction of abstract events that provide 
protagonist characterization and thematic commentary while not necessarily 
impacting the events of the narrative. This research aims to analyze the 
dream sequences in post-Civil War American literary works through 
psychoanalytic criticism in order identify and explore key components of 
the American identity. To begin, this research explores the evolution of the 
science of dream interpretation from Freudian psychoanalysis to modern 
theories based on neurological evidence. Then, a psychoanalytic analysis 
of Ambrose Bierce’s “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” underscores 
how the doctrine of American Exceptionalism emboldens the belief in 
the American Dream and the belief in individual greatness as part of the 
American identity. Psychoanalytic criticism of dreams depicted in Philip K. 
Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? reveals how the novel identifies 
a uniquely American use of religion as a justification and motivation for 
individuality and upward social mobility. Finally, understanding how 
Khaled Hosseini’s A Thousand Splendid Suns connects its American audience 
to the unique struggles of twentieth century Afghan history through its 
dream sequence illustrates the American anxiety toward authoritarianism 
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and suppression of civil liberties. Psychoanalytic criticism of these three 
works of American literature identifies core traits that compose the 
American identity.

Dreams, Identity, and the American Gothic
One of the most frequently employed tropes within American media 

is the dream sequence— a lurid, dissociative, abstract scene in a story that 
places a character in a situation independent from the narrative. Given that 
the dream sequence occurs within the mind of a character, rather than being 
a physical occurrence, it provides authors, screenwriters, and storytellers 
with the flexibility to subject a character to experiences that reveal 
important information about their core beliefs, values, and attitudes in a 
scenario independent from the constraints of the story. The dream sequence 
often conveys character-based information, but can also illustrate details 
about the society in which the work was written.

An American literature, the dream sequence has a strong connection to 
the genre of American gothic, as the genre is predicated on the notion that 
human beings have the capacity to be monstrous, providing the source of 
horror for a story in contrast to the supernatural notions of British gothic. 
The dream sequence is able to create ideal scenarios for exploring such 
an idea. By placing a human being, fictional or otherwise, in an intensely 
introspective state, such as a dream, where the confines of reality are only 
dictated by one’s own mind, the trope can create feelings of anxiety and fear 
due to the potentially unfavorable sides of a person that dreams force to the 
surface. This is true even in works unrelated to American gothic, illustrating 
a thread of the genre that runs through much of the American literary 
canon.

Furthermore, a psychoanalytic criticism of such sequences are able to 
reveal commentary superseding that of the character, illuminating a greater 
understanding of the cultural context in which the work was written— in 
this case, the American identity. This research seeks to understand the core 
traits of such an identity as this can enrich the understanding of American 
history, American culture, and the American political climate at a time 
of the most polarization and division since the Civil War. This research’s 
importance stems from the fact that understanding these fundamental 
elements of the American identity can help create a set of ideals that all 
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Americans can identify with, bridging the political gap that has developed 
throughout the early twenty-first century.

Through the lens of psychoanalytic criticism, the dream sequences 
in “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge,” Do Androids Dream of Electric 
Sheep?, and A Thousand Splendid Suns reveal that core traits of the American 
identity include a belief in the capacity for greatness, spiritual justification 
for social mobility, and an anxiety toward oppression and authoritarianism.

A Modern Psychoanalysis
The psychoanalytic critical lens within literature provides a perspective 

on works which reveals the core desires of characters to better understand 
motivation, and by extension, context and theme. In doing so, a 
psychoanalytic perspective can further reveal the attitudes, beliefs, and 
unconscious desires of the author. This research employs this perspective to 
draw from both the text itself and authorial experience to understand how 
such themes and attitudes indicate the values of a wider culture.

The lens is based on the works of Sigmund Freud, an Austrian 
neurologist and widely considered the father of psychology as an understood 
science. Freud developed a litany of methods for understanding the 
human mind, such as the pleasure principle and Oedipal complexes, but 
the most famous of these methods, as well as the one most applicable to 
literary criticism, is psychoanalysis. This method of understanding human 
psychology relied on the “collecting and ordering of free associations,” 
which allowed Freud to develop working hypotheses about the state of a 
patient based on data gathered with this method (Jones 285). This method 
was applicable to both the conscious mind, serving as the basis for the 
Rorschach inkblot test in the 1960s, and also the unconscious, or latent, 
mind. This was primarily conducted through dream interpretation, drawing 
on the events in the dream to better understand unconscious desire, 
as psychoanalysis sought to create a sense of order and structure out of 
seemingly random ideas and imagery.

Psychoanalysis interprets the unconscious desires of a person and the 
actions they take as a result through the trichotomy of the id, the ego, and 
the superego. The id is the part of the unconscious mind that seeks out 
pleasure, gravitating toward anything that may benefit a person without 
concern for any potential repercussions or consequences. The id is the 
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most primitive part of the subconscious, acting primarily based off of 
instinct, while also dealing with sexual and aggressive inclinations. Freud 
speculated that this is the part of the mind most closely associated with less 
sophisticated animals, and remains in the human mind as a remnant of the 
common ancestors shared with other primates. As such, it is only interested 
in the actions that can provide fulfillment through dopamine release, and 
therefore, pleasure.

The superego is the polar opposite of the id, compelling the mind 
toward action that foregoes pleasure in place of safety and security. It 
guides human beings toward behavior that is responsible, secure, and free 
of negative consequence to the point where it can eliminate the desire for 
pleasure as a factor entirely. The superego has often been described as the 
latent mind’s moral conscience; however, such a description omits the 
potential dangers of a superego with too much control over the mind. With 
the elimination of pleasure can come the elimination of purpose, damaging 
the overall health of the psyche and placing a person into a situation 
that may be physically free of danger but psychologically harmful, which 
can in turn spur feelings of misery. While an overpowering id can lead 
to impulsiveness and recklessness, an overpowering superego can lead to 
isolation and depression.

The final element of Freud’s trichotomy is the ego, which acts as a 
mitigating factor between the id and the superego. The ego helps the mind 
make informed, rational decisions that are able to maximize pleasure while 
also minimizing consequence, motivating the conscious part of the brain 
to make the most healthy and reasonable choices. It prohibits the id from 
directing the mind to act too boldly in the pursuit of pleasure while also 
preventing the superego from isolating the mind from the potential sources 
of happiness. The ego best fits the role of the subconscious moral compass, 
as according to Freud, a person is most fulfilled, successful, and mentally 
healthy when the ego is the primary actor in the latent mind. The ego uses 
this balance to also understand social cues and norms, which is helpful to 
understanding the American identity, as these observations reveal universally 
held principles within a certain culture.

While the id-ego-superego model as suggested by Freud in 
psychoanalysis was a revolutionary concept that legitimized psychology as 
a science to be studied using hypotheses, models, and experimentation, 
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it would be an understatement to suggest that the idea is somewhat 
outdated when considering the advancements made in the field throughout 
the century since its inception. As such, it is only appropriate that the 
psychoanalytic lens within literature is updated as well in order to best 
accommodate recent advancements in understanding the human mind. 
While a Freudian perspective is still useful to understand the concepts of 
desire and the mediation between reckless and reserved action in the pursuit 
of happiness, it is also wise to incorporate new models of approaching the 
inner workings of the mind.

For the purposes of dream sequences, the best way to employ the 
current scientific consensus around the topic is through new research 
into how dreams are formed. While the id-ego-superego model can help 
explain unconscious desire expressed through dreams, empirical evidence 
that suggests how dreams are formed can help with creating a more 
modern model. Neurological evidence suggests that dreams reflect three 
temporal states, being the “experience of the present, processing of the 
past, and preparation for the future” (MacDuffie 2). In understanding an 
interpretation of dreams that looks to a character’s past, present, and future, 
it can be made clear how different cultural constants within the American 
identity influence the actions of characters throughout their lives.

An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge
Ambrose Bierce’s short story “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” 

was published in the San Franscico Examiner in 1890 and the subsequent 
year in Bierce’s own short story anthology work. Following Confederate 
slaveowner and politician Peyton Farquhar, the story is primarily told within 
a dream, as he imagines a heroic escape from execution while a noose is 
prepped around his neck by Union soldiers due to his attempt to burn 
down a bridge in order to prevent the northern advance into Alabama. 
Farquhar’s fictional account of escape ends in his successful return home 
to his wife at the break of dawn the next day, and just as he is about to 
embrace her, he feels the crack of the rope around his neck as he is dropped 
from the bridge and executed. 

This dream sequence illustrates Farquhar’s delusions of grandeur in 
regard to his own abilities, suggesting that he can free his hands from the 
ropes with ease in a feat of “magnificent human strength” (Bierce 1890). 
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Farquhar routinely suggests that he is capable of actions above the skillset of 
the average person within the dream, as he imagines avoiding bullets in the 
water, navigating his way through tremendous currents, and evading capture 
in the woods for an entire night. However, the reality of his character could 
not be further from the truth. While Farquhar believes himself capable of 
heroic achievements, his willingness to see combat wanes when faced with 
the actual danger of it, noting that “circumstances of an imperious nature” 
prevented him from serving in the Confederate army. He even goes as far as 
to claim that the reason why is “unnecessary to relate,” which indicates that 
he has given a facetious reason in order to obscure his own cowardice.

Through the greater context of the dream as the final thoughts of a 
dying man, a Freudian analysis of Peyton Farquhar is clear. His id is the 
notion that he is capable of great feats of heroism and can successfully 
burn down the bridge and evade capture, and even when he is captured, 
he believes that escape is feasible, even given how seemingly helpless he is. 
His superego is the part of him that would tell him not to engage and to 
accept the Union takeover of the state, but given that he acts impulsively 
throughout the story and cannot accept even in his dying moments that he 
is not superhuman, it is apparent that his superego is far less in control than 
his id. Due to this immense imbalance between the two components of his 
latent mind, Farquhar is incapable of producing a healthy and moderate 
ego, with pleasure and success being far more important to him than his 
own physical safety. As such, the ego can be best understood as creating this 
dream for himself, providing Farquhar with a few moments of pleasure and 
imagined safety before his death.

Analyzing the dream through a past-present-future lens also illustrates a 
similar understanding. The dream possesses a processing of the past, as the 
fantasy draws on his known experiences, such as the details of his home and 
his wife, along with a physical understanding of the environment around 
Owl Creek. It also contains an experience of the present, as Farquhar’s 
dream occurs as a continuation of his current situation, producing a 
fictional scenario grounded in the reality of awaiting execution. Finally, the 
dream helps him prepare for the future in that it helps ease him into his 
death, providing a comforting and heroic fantasy as his last moments as 
opposed to the fear and despair of life’s end. Furthermore, this is reinforced 
by the “circularity and repetition that signal transition to death,” as the 
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rhetoric of certain scenes evokes the shutting down of many of Farquhar’s 
mental faculties (Briefel 101). Descriptions such as how “he felt himself 
whirled round and round” while “he had been caught in a vortex that made 
him giddy and sick” demonstrate that during his dream, many components 
of his psyche are preparing to shut down as he subconsciously accepts the 
certainty that he is going to die (Bierce 1890).

While a psychoanalytic criticism of the dream is helpful in establishing 
Farquhar’s latent beliefs and desires, understanding how the story reflects 
on the American identity is predicated on understanding Ambrose Bierce’s 
background and his relationship with American exceptionalism. American 
exceptionalism is often described as a doctrine that suggests that the United 
States is committed to the preservation of civil liberties and human rights 
to a degree never before seen in human history, and its distinction as a 
unique and exceptional nation is due to this fact. The idea has been heavily 
criticized throughout American history, most notably and vocally by linguist 
and neuroscientist Noam Chomsky, who suggested that its primary issue is 
that “there is nothing particularly American about it,” as it is something that 
every nation believes about itself (Chomsky’s Philosophy 2:33). 

However it may be criticized within academic circles, the notion is 
one that has remained intensely popular throughout American history, 
and Bierce was one such subscriber. Fueled by a belief in American 
exceptionalism, Bierce thought himself capable of greatness in a similar 
manner to Farquhar, declaring at the end of his life his desire to fight in 
the Mexican Revolution and die a hero. Despite this, many scholars believe 
that Bierce actually took his own life due to a combination of his repeated 
suggestion that suicide was a noble act and his depressive thoughts reflected 
in letters of correspondence (Abrams 1991) (Grenander 12-18). 

To view complete paper and color graphics, please visit:
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ENGL 2332: Survey of World Literature - 
Ancient World through the 16th Century
In her research paper, Sarah follows through a clear 
thesis; she compares and contrasts the two epic heroes in 
The Odyssey and The Aeneid. She supports her thesis by 
presenting a strong, detailed analysis of the two texts. She 
also cites scholars, making sure to introduce their ideas 
smoothly in her paper. Sarah balances her voice with 
those of the literary critics and strengthens her claims with 
evidence from both primary texts. Sarah considers purpose, 
audience, and genre when examining the heroes of The 
Odyssey and The Aeneid. She analyzes the two texts as if 
they are in dialogue with one another, offering readers a 
useful way to dissect the classics.

-Chrisoula Gonzales

Odysseus 
and Aeneas: 
A Compare/
Contrast of 
Two Epic 
Heroes 

Research Paper by

SARAH 
PFRENGER

Odysseus and Aeneas: A Compare/Contrast of Two Epic Heroes 

Fighting on opposing sides of the Trojan War, Odysseus, hero of The 
Odyssey, and Aeneas, hero of the epic poem The Aeneid, are great warriors 
who are both fated for challenging obstacles. Odysseus, King of Ithaca, is 
hindered by the gods from returning home for many years, whereas Aeneas 
is destined to settle in Italy and build the Roman Empire. Having both been 
highly acclaimed as heroes by their fellow comrades, Odysseus and Aeneas 
also share many of the same character traits and experiences. Although there 
are many similarities between the two heroes, Odysseus and Aeneas are also 
very different in regard to their innate disposition. 

In comparing Odysseus and Aeneas, it becomes apparent just how 
similar their journeys are, especially in regard to their ultimate goal—
coming home. Odysseus and Aeneas, upon their respective voyages home, 
even encounter the same monsters, such as Polyphemus, Circe, Scylla and 
Charybdis. In addition, the two epic heroes are faced with the challenge 
of being victorious over an enemy, which signals the conclusion of their 
journey. Odysseus must overcome the parasitized suitors and rid them 
from his kingdom in order to reclaim his position as king and save his wife, 
Penelope. Aeneas similarly must battle the Rutulians and their leader Turnus 
in order to claim kingship over Italy and establish the future kingdom of 
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the Roman Empire. Odysseus and Aeneas further share parallel experiences, 
as each are helped by one of the gods. In The Odyssey, the goddess Athena 
plays a major role in helping Odysseus find his way back home. In the 
beginning of the epic, Athena pleads to Zeus and claims, “my heart breaks 
for Odysseus, that seasoned veteran cursed by fate so long- far from his 
loved ones still, he suffers torments,” instigating Odysseus’ release and 
journey back to Ithaca (I. 57-59). We see Athena again protect Odysseus 
while he was on his way to King Alcinous’ palace when she, “drifted a heavy 
mist around him, shielding him from any swaggering islander,” showing 
her consistent help and protection throughout Odysseus’ story much like 
Venus did with Aeneas (VII. 17-18). Venus, Aeneas’ mother, continues 
to protect Aeneas from Juno whose objective was to hinder Aeneas from 
settling in Italy and establish his new empire. One of the most impactful 
ways Venus assists Aeneas is by bestowing him with Vulcan armor. Bearing 
her gifts, Venus says motheringly, “here are the gifts I promised, forged to 
perfection…so that you need not hesitate to challenge…savage Turnus…
in battle,” which shows her devoted love and protection for her son (VIII. 
828-832). This bestowment is the way Aeneas was ultimately able to defeat 
his enemies, as no one could penetrate through his armor. 

Additionally, Odysseus and Aeneas both share the common character 
trait of perseverance. After being gone for many years, Odysseus is 
determined to get back to Ithaca and his family. After having arrived 
to Phaeacia, Odysseus flung his arms around Queen Arete’s knees and, 
“beg[ged] for mercy…grant me a rapid convoy home to my own native 
land” (VII. 174-181). By swallowing his pride and asking for help, 
Odysseus proves his perseverance and pleads for a way home. Aeneas 
expresses his determination through his continued duty to sail to Italy, 
putting his self-interests and desires second. This is the point where we 
begin to see the contrasting differences between Odysseus and Aeneas as 
epic heroes.

While there are many similarities between the two heroes, they do 
differ in their innate character. Odysseus possesses a hubristic mindset 
which caused him to be selfish, manipulative to others, and stray from 
his destination. The manifestation of Odysseus’ arrogance becomes more 
apparent when he and his men find themselves trapped in the cave of the 
cyclops, Polyphemus. Odysseus arrogantly decides to taunt Polyphemus by 
shouting, “if any man…should ask you…say Odysseus, raider of cities, he 
gouged out your eye,” gloating his success and thinking highly of himself 
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(IX. 559-561). Odysseus tends to put his men in danger and even gets some 
of them killed, in order to receive the fame and recognition he so desires. 
It is because of his manipulative and cunning behavior that potentially 
leads the reader to pity Odysseus’ opponents. Rick Newton’s analysis of 
the relationship between Odysseus and Polyphemus reinforces this idea. 
Newton suggests, “such a ruse inevitably evoked pity on the cyclops. For in 
the end Polyphemus was abandoned by his neighbors…and left to suffer in 
isolation” (137). Odysseus continuously exhibits non-heroic qualities and 
thus created a noticeable separation from the relatable hero he is supposed 
to be. Furthermore, Odysseus puts his self-interest before his men and 
even his family when he yields to his desires and is unfaithful to Penelope. 
For example, Odysseus remains on Circe’s island for one year as her lover, 
despite pleas from his men against the idea. Odysseus’ loyal comrades 
grow tired of his selfish behavior, and they beg Odysseus, “Captain, this 
is madness, high time you thought of your own home at last,” urging 
his stubborn arrogance into returning home only to get stuck again with 
Calypso for seven more years (X. 520-521). Newton conclusively states that 
the admiration for the Ithacan hero’s cunning and cleverness is clouded by 
his folly and arrogance—a personality trait he must painfully overcome. 

To Odysseus’ hubristic character, Aeneas is the opposite, presenting 
himself as both dutiful and humble. Aeneas’ innate disposition and 
character is to obey the gods’ orders of finding his new home in Italy, 
forgoing his self-interest and desires. Aeneas clearly expresses this 
characteristic while he courts Queen Dido in Carthage. Having gone 
slightly tangent from his destined goal, Aeneas is quickly reminded by 
Mercury of his duty. Aeneas is shocked to the bottom of his soul, “as the 
sharp admonition and command from heaven had shaken him awake…to 
leave that land of the sweet life behind,” which further shows his devotion 
to his duty, by following the orders of the gods without question (IV. 382-
386). Aeneas then continues to justify his actions to Queen Dido when he 
declares, “I sail for Italy not of my own free will,” which again expresses his 
devotion to his mission (IV. 499). Aeneas, in addition to being devoted to 
his duty, also proves himself humble. For example, upon reaching the island 
of Polyphemus, Aeneas decides to make, “haste to get away, and far, taking 
aboard the suppliant for his pains: in dead silence” (III. 881-883). This 
shows just how contrasting Odysseus and Aeneas truly are. While arrogant 
Odysseus risks his men and taunts the cyclops, Aeneas takes an enemy 
soldier aboard to save him and quietly sails away, showcasing humility and 
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strong leadership. 
Furthermore, though Odysseus and Aeneas contrast in their character 

disposition, they both struggle greatly with their similar purpose. Odysseus, 
whose main objective is to return back home to Ithaca, all while going 
through major personal growth, suffers terribly to achieve his goal. This 
is supported when Calypso offers to make Odysseus immortal and begs 
him to stay with her. Unlike most people who are presented with this 
opportunity, Odysseus rejects her. It is through his repeated rejection of the 
beautiful nymph that we see the depth of Odysseus’s longing for home and 
family. He confidently states, “I pine, all my days to travel home and see 
dawn of my return” (V. 242-243). This can be seen again when Odysseus is 
full of sorrow while at the Phaeacian palace. Upon the day of their contests, 
while the bard sings about the Trojan War, Odysseus is seen shedding tears 
and weeping for his lost friends. He continues to beg on his knees to the 
Phaeacians to help him sail home, an act unfamiliar to him because of his 
innate pride. These instances illustrate Odysseus’ loneliness and willingness 
to go against his nature to achieve his desire to be home. Odysseus’s purpose 
is to finally return to Ithaca, and though he strays temporarily, he perseveres, 
which prompts him to grow as a person. 

Aeneas comparatively endures a journey to establish a new home, one 
that catapults the hero out of his comfort-zone. We see this concept in the 
beginning of The Aeneid upon the fall of Troy, when Aeneas and his family 
try to escape. Unlike Odysseus, Aeneas is introduced in the text as a man 
who knows fear. For example, Aeneas describes when he and his family went 
“through the shadowed places…[he], lately unmoved…felt terror now at 
every eddy wind, alarm at every sound, alert and worried,” and, later, he says 
that he “took fright,” an emotion that instantly humanizes him (II. 942-
954). Afterwards, Apollo prophesizes that “Aeneas’ house in her will rule the 
world’s shores down the years, though generations of his children’s children,” 
and thrusts this great responsibility onto this unassured, frightened, and 
confused Trojan (III. 133-135). Having this new sense of purpose, to find 
a new home for his people and descendants, Aeneas desperately tries to 
lead his people to this new found land. Counter to Odysseus who journeys 
in the end alone, Aeneas does everything he can to keep his men safe. He 
goes as far as engaging in a new war, just to sustain the opportunity for 
his people and descendants to live on and ultimately fulfil his god-given 
purpose. 

Arguably, Aeneas faces the most challenging task throughout his 
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journey compared to Odysseus. This can be supported by William 
Anderson’s analysis of Virgil’s use of The Odyssey, where he breaks down 
the similarities and differences between Aeneas and Odysseus. Anderson 
argues that, though comparably Aeneas and Odysseus are both homeless 
at the start of their respected epics, Aeneas is surprisingly, “in a far more 
poignant situation than Odysseus” (4). Odysseus throughout, The Odyssey, 
perseveres though his journey to return home to his family and friends, a 
more positive return home. Aeneas on the other hand is fleeing from the 
destruction of Troy and as a result must establish a new home for his people. 
This results in a heavyhearted return to a new home. Anderson continues 
to explain how in the beginning of his journey, Aeneas tends to look back 
on the home he had so horribly lost versus looking into the future and its 
possibilities. Anderson further explains that while Aeneas attempts to look 
into the future, he “had a vague notion of a new kind of home, one which 
aroused no warm human feelings associated with wife, children, and peace” 
(4). This expresses Aeneas’ challenge of continuing to establish an empire for 
his people in the absence all the emotions of what a true home entails. This 
emotional obstacle allows Aeneas to grow tremendously, from his innate 
softer, more frightened personality. Anderson continues to describe Aeneas 
as having “utter obedience” and “total self-denial,” the true qualities of a 
hero, in order to become the new leader of his people (4). It is because of 
his tendency to go against his fated heroism that Aeneas, upon his arrival 
to Carthage, finds it difficult to return to his journey of finding Hesperia, 
and instead, briefly settles into the rhythm of familial love and devotion, for 
which he still longs. Not only does Aeneas lose his city, his wife, and many 
of his people, but he enters into a fleeting relationship with Dido, only to 
see her life end tragically, as well. Given these instances, Aeneas’s journey 
proves to be much more emotionally and mentally taxing than that of 
Odysseus.

Odysseus, through his hubristic and selfish qualities, eventually becomes 
relatable to readers, and he begins to show some humanizing characteristics. 
One of the most sorrowful scenes in The Odyssey is Odysseus’s encounter 
with his fellow fallen comrades in the Kingdom of the Dead. Odysseus 
reminisces when he and, “[Agamemnon] stood there, trading heartsick 
stories, deep in grief, as the tears streamed down our faces,” and often times 
cry out to fellow soldiers such as Achilles (XI. 528-529). It was through 
this emotional scene where one can really relate to Odysseus. Having been 
portrayed so often as this godly man, with divine strength and cunning 
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mind, it was hard to truly connect with his character. However, while in the 
Kingdom of the Dead, Homer diminishes Odysseus’s godliness, allowing 
him to be engulfed by uncharacteristic emotions; this demonstrates just how 
vulnerable and human he really is.

As for Aeneas, what truly humanizes him are his morals and his 
willingness to reveal himself as a flawed man. We first begin to notice his 
moral uncertainty during the fall of the Troy. Aeneas, after spotting Helen 
hiding from the Greeks, internally quarrels with himself about how to 
handle her. Aeneas feels “fires blaze up in [his] own spirit, a passion to 
avenge [his] fallen town and punish Helen’s whorishness,” a sentiment 
that vividly expresses both his rage towards the Greeks and his pain for 
his beloved city (II. 754-756). However, he also grapples with his own 
thoughts, saying, “not by my leave. I know. No glory comes from punishing 
a woman. The feat can bring no honor,” (II. 765-767). This reveals 
Aeneas’s sound moral character, something Odysseus seems to lack with 
his impulsivity and fiery temper. Another trait that humanizes Aeneas is 
his transparency, his vulnerability. Early in the text, when the Trojans first 
set sail to find their new home, Aeneas is confused and scared. Having a 
newfound duty thrust upon him, he turns to his father for confirmation 
and support. Mistakenly, they sail to Crete and plead with the gods to help 
correct their path. Aeneas portrays himself as someone who is learning 
how to lead on the spot, newly in charge of his remaining fellow Trojans. 
He does not pretend to be perfect, and he asks for help openly, without 
calculating or manipulating a response. It is through these moral dilemmas 
and missteps that Aeneas is set apart from Odysseus, making the Trojan a 
more realistic, humanized hero. 

Though Odysseus and Aeneas are destined to endure challenging 
journeys to find their way back home, their greatest challenge is something 
that cannot be defined physically: personal growth. Both men learn 
tremendous lessons that propel them to be even greater epic heroes than 
they are at the beginning of their respective journeys. Odysseus, who starts 
out arrogant, impulsive, and selfish, ends up learning self-restraint. This is 
exemplified when Odysseus returns home and cannot immediately reveal 
himself to his friends and family. Hiding his identity humbles him since he 
cannot boast about his heroic deeds, nor can he wield his godlike strength. 
Odysseus again shows his personal growth when dealing with the suitors. 
Initially being impulsive, Odysseus is, “churning with thoughts of bloody 
work. Back he went to the doorsill, crouched, and setting down his sack 
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about to burst” (XVII, 514-516). These scenes highlight the maturity and 
self-restraint he learns throughout his journey. 

Virgil, on the other hand, depicts Aeneas’ personal growth through 
his challenges and responses. Aeneas’s introduction as an epic hero seems 
a bit unusual for the genre. Aeneas is initially portrayed as a rather 
emotional, more vulnerable character, revealing himself to be frightened 
and uncertain, while Odysseus is described early on as cunning, strong, and 
courageous. However, throughout The Aeneid, Aeneas slowly transforms 
into his true heroic greatness. In an essay by Therese Fuhrer, she examines 
Aeneas’ character development throughout the epic. Fuhrer argues that 
Aeneas’ personal growth does not suddenly change from being unassured 
and scared in one scene to being a great leader in the next, but through a 
gradual process. According to Fuhrer, Virgil’s intentions are to demonstrate 
that heroism can be achieved through gradual personal growth. She then 
supports this thesis by suggesting that Aeneas’s existence is shaped, “by the 
conflict of heroic fulfillment of duty with human sensitivity,” which we 
see through the many tasks and challenges Aeneas overcomes (69). This 
concept can be reinforced through Aeneas’ countless emotional responses 
and mistakes, which ultimately portray him as a more relatable hero than 
Odysseus. Fuhrer finds that Virgil crafted a “hero who is humane regarding 
both his weaknesses and magnanimity” (69). One example of this is after 
the burning of the Trojan’s ships off the coast of Sicily. After counsel and 
consideration, Aeneas chooses to put his people first and allows some of 
his fellow Trojans to stay back in the safety and comfort of King Acestes’ 
court. We see “Aeneas sp[eak] to them with kindness and commend them in 
tears,” and, “even those women, even those men, to whom the sea’s face had 
seemed harsh, its very name intolerable, now desired to go” (V. 1000-1004). 
This new confidence in his decision-making ability is what propels Aeneas 
to lead his men into battle and ultimately conquer the Rutulians.

In conclusion, Odysseus, the hero of The Odyssey, and Aeneas, the 
hero of The Aeneid, are both fated for challenging journeys, the former to 
return home, the latter to discover a new home. Both epic heroes experience 
many of the same obstacles and exhibit many of the same qualities, such as 
leadership and perseverance. However, Odysseus and Aeneas differ in their 
innate disposition. In the end, both are able to overcome hardship through 
personal growth, which allows them to succeed in their respective journeys 
and become the heroes that centuries of readers know them to be. 
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ENGL 2323: British Literature II
Katherine’s essay explores a well-known text from a unique 
perspective, making a compelling argument about the role 
that Milne’s characters played in addressing the challenges 
of modernization in England in the early twentieth century. 
She argues that the popularity of Milne’s stories derives in 
large part due to the pull of nostalgia and the longing for 
compassionate community. Her elegant and thoughtful essay 
makes powerful insights into the human need for connection, 
caring, and kindness. 

– Roy Turner

In Which 
Winnie-the- 
Pooh Teaches 
Nostalgia

Essay by

KATHERINE 
SHAVER

IN WHICH IT BEGINS:
For nearly a century, Winnie-the-Pooh has captivated children and 

adults alike with spectacular adventures and imagination, childlike curiosity 
and whimsy, and everlasting friendships. The connection shared between 
Christopher Robin, Pooh Bear, and all of the other tattered and matted, 
cherished stuffed companions, who live among the picturesque Hundred 
Acre Wood, surely remains timeless. This admirable Bear has won the 
hearts of many generations with his determination, loyalty, and unwavering 
camaraderie, as well as his humor, lightheartedness, and innocent 
foolishness. “The world’s most famous bear, with his simple line-drawn 
illustration and gentle philosophical musings” (Salter, 2017) has shaped 
minds of all ages, evoking bittersweet emotions and fond memories of a 
simpler time of carefree reminiscence and bliss. 

This warmhearted, adoring creation of Winnie-the-Pooh and his 
amusing “Expotition” originated from much different and unfathomable 
circumstances, however. The storytelling of a romanticized childhood 
stemmed from unforgiving internal and personal anguish, and inevitably the 
perpetual escape from such torment. According to the United Kingdom’s 
Royal Signals Museum, the traumatic background that was A.A. Milne’s 
“nightmare of mental and moral degradation,” resulted from his experiences 
while serving as Second Lieutenant in the Western Front during one of the 
darkest and goriest battles of World War I – the Somme Offensive. Milne’s 
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literary reputation and writing style shifted after witnessing warfare, and 
he credited his jarring memories of combat toward an escape in writing 
about childhood innocence. (Karbiener and Stade). This helped Milne 
cope by vicariously living through the therapeutic simplicity, silliness, and 
safety of Winnie-the-Pooh’s stories, while also helping humanity find hope, 
humor, and something to hold onto during a harrowing season. 

A.A. Milne’s stories of trials and triumphs through friendship and 
fellowship in, The Complete Tales of Winnie- the-Pooh, with E.H. Shepard’s 
intricate illustrations included, helped a crippled nation recovering from 
the devastation of WWI rediscover solace in an unknowing time. Although 
this was experienced through the make-believe play and hillside explorations 
of a carefree child and his unforgettable and beloved stuffed animals, the 
emotions and events are genuine. The world was able to heal and connect 
with a “Silly Old Bear” through unbreakable and deep bonds, reassurance 
in troubling times, sharp wit and comic relief, and eventually the gradual 
acknowledgment of having to grow up, and with that, saying goodbye and 
letting go of childish folly.

IN WHICH FRIENDSHIP PROMOTES REASSURANCE
Milne introduced the world to an endearing friendship through the 

inseparable bond between a Boy and his Bear in the Hundred Acre Wood. 
When most of the nation was discovering how to survive while persisting 
and navigating through life without their loved ones, some authors, such 
as T.S. Eliot, were writing about the surreal chaos which was surrounding 
society (O’Connor). Milne, on the other hand, created a spectacular world 
overflowing with childlike wonder, and captivated readers with friends who 
they could turn to in every neck of the Wood. There is encouragement 
and hope in always knowing that Someone, at least in their “Brain,” has a 
solution and answer for absolutely everything in their quaint haven, while 
also being a nurturing, supportive ally at all times, uniting and leading 
the community. Whether it is teaching Spelling or explaining lessons of 
Education and Ethics, sitting with someone while they are jammed in a 
tight place, or devising the masterplan to rescue Tigger and Roo from the 
tallest towering tree branches, (Milne 234), the inhabitants of the Forest are 
never alone.

Meaningful moments are strewn throughout Milne’s work, but the 

Essay
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reader gets an intimate glimpse of Christopher Robin’s love and favoritism 
for his worn-out, shabby Bear when Pooh casually happens to get himself 
wedged in Rabbit’s front door. Instead of chastising or criticizing Winnie-
the-Pooh, (Connolly 1995), Christopher Robin lovingly, patiently, and 
affectionately smiles at him and tells him that he is a “Silly Old Bear.” 
(Milne 27). Every character, including the reader, breathes a sigh of relief as 
they begin brainstorming ideas on how to get unstuck together. Even when 
plans do not follow the path Pooh would have preferred, it is not as dismal 
as it appears, because Christopher Robin sits with Pooh daily, keeping him 
company, uplifting his spirit, and reading “Sustaining Books” (Milne 28) to 
him, until he can easily slip out of his predicament. 

In the same fashion, the reader and listener are also included in 
witnessing another heartfelt moment between these two best friends. 
This occurs as Christopher Robin stumbles upon a wobbly, clumsy Pooh 
Bear, who is awkwardly bumbling about the Forest with a honey pot 
stuck on his head. This subsequently frightens and embarrasses Piglet, 
but Christopher Robin reacts differently and is not at all alarmed. Again, 
instead of questioning any rationality or becoming short, Christopher 
Robin immediately, proudly, and humbly exclaims with a chuckle to Pooh, 
oh, “How I do love you!” (Milne 69). This compassion and adoration for 
another is pure and sincere, and Milne lets everyone be a pivotal part of it.

One also cannot forget the affection and thoughtfulness which Pooh, 
Piglet, and Eeyore exchange among each other, as well, with their innocent 
and thoughtful gestures and their attempts to cheer one another up. In 
chapter 6, In Which Eeyore Has a Birthday and Gets Two Presents, Pooh and 
Piglet make it their mission to bring Eeyore happiness for his birthday, so 
they specifically go to surprise him with festivities and merriment. Neither 
Pooh nor Piglet have new gifts for their friend, but they do have items that 
are important and priceless to them - a jar full of honey and a red, shiny 
balloon. Obviously, if it is valuable to them, it would only make sense that 
these items would also instill joy and elation for their dear friend Eeyore, 
too. 

However, along the way, Pooh’s tummy rumbles like one would expect, 
resulting in him slurping down every last “Smackerel” of honey, and poor 
Piglet pitifully pops the brilliantly bright balloon, while excitedly rushing 
to Eeyore. Again, when they think all hope is lost, the opposite holds true. 
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Eeyore ends up cherishing the broken items even more so than if they were 
intact and pristine, and proudly and enthusiastically shows them off while 
tinkering and playing with his new prized possessions. Everyone can feel 
Eeyore’s thankfulness, as his actions demonstrate sincere happiness and 
gratitude for the thought and time put into him, making the gifted objects 
hold a higher sentimental value. As simple as it seems, Piglet’s “Something” 
and Pooh’s “Useful Pot” make Eeyore “as happy as could be…” (Milne 87), 
and in turn, make Pooh and Piglet beam from ear to ear, as well.

Once again, A.A. Milne shows immense enthusiasm and affection 
for everyday events involving Pooh and Piglet’s interpersonal interactions 
and daily discussions, while casually strolling home one evening. The 
following pleasant and carefree conversation occurs between the two pals, 
conveniently as the sun is setting, adding to the melodious rapport:

““When you wake up in the morning, Pooh,” said Piglet, at last, “what’s 
the first thing you say to yourself?” “What’s for breakfast?” said Pooh. 
“What do you say Piglet?” “I say, I wonder what’s going to happen exciting 
today?” said Piglet. Pooh nodded thoughtfully. “It’s the same thing,” he 
said.”” (Milne 158). One cannot help but smile when musing over this 
delightful and good-hearted chat, and that was absolutely Milne’s intention. 

There is yet another comforting moment of reassurance when a weary 
and worried Piglet reaches out for and grasps Pooh’s paw, while they 
nervously wander the woods, unknowingly lost under Rabbit’s Leadership. 
Whenever Piglet is fearful, he craves the immediate soothing gratification 
that can only be found in Pooh’s comforting, physical touch. Even though 
Piglet expresses that “Nothing” is wrong and that he only wanted to be 
sure of his friend’s presence, (Milne 284), his body still craves and requires 
that tactile assurance that everything will truly be copacetic. Piglet had 
always trusted that Pooh was his Knight in shining armor, well before 
Christopher Robin’s ceremonious dubbing of him, (Milne 341) and because 
of this, he could feel his shield of protection cover his timid body with the 
instantaneous touch of Pooh Bear’s fluffy paw. 

In the same way, Milne allows the reader into Piglet and Winnie-the-
Pooh’s comforting bond when Piglet has another episode of alarm and 
anxiety over things which have not even happened yet. As his little mind is 
racing and contemplating the inconceivable, unsurprisingly filling his head 
with more doubt and fear, he summons Pooh out loud. Piglet, seemingly 
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already expecting a hopeful reply, questions, “Supposing a tree fell down, 
Pooh, and we were underneath it.” Pooh then replied after careful thought, 
“Supposing it didn’t,” (Milne 297). There is comfort and reassurance in the 
way these friends communicate and interact, look out for one another, and 
intentionally lift each other up. This brings a warm smile to the outsider’s 
face because they know there is nothing to be concerned about and there is 
no real reason to fret within the Hundred Acre Wood.

Furthermore, Milne demonstrates how even the most terrifying and 
intimidating situations can be confronted, solved, and conquered together 
and with the assistance of others. Whether it be fictitious phobias of 
Heffalumps, Jagulars, or Backsons, or legitimate and very real issues of 
War, homelessness, depression, or being rescued during a natural disaster, 
there will always be hope and optimism in knowing that “just when things 
look their bleakest,” (Canham 25), a true friend will reveal themselves in 
their time of need. Even if someone is struggling at the bottom of a dark 
pit and cannot see their way out, whether that be because there is a honey 
pot stuck on their head, or because reality is legitimately too deep and 
there is no fathomable escape, a friend will appear while strolling along and 
lovingly help them out. Stephen Canham, a retired English Professor from 
the University of Hawaii, explains this reassurance most eloquently with 
these words, “there is beauty, order, and harmony”…”despite the apparent 
confusion and chaos of the world,” which guarantees that “…all of life’s 
crises…can and will turn out right.” 

IN WHICH CHARACTERS GET SOME EXPLAINING
It is necessary to briefly address that each toy possesses uniquely 

remarkable traits and distinguishing qualities, as well. It is important to 
remember that although a rarity of other scholarly critics, such as Sheila 
Egoff, a former Professor of Librarianship at the University of British 
Columbia, would dispute, these comrades are not simply static, “one-
dimensional” characters. They do have particular mannerisms, attributes, 
and contradictions, and they frequently show this and achieve notable 
progress throughout Milne’s writing. These fictional playthings with 
humanized personalities should not be underestimated or devalued, as their 
subtle complexities and charismatic charm would be completely and utterly 
lost. 
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Although Paul Wake and the “prolific and versatile writer,” Humphrey 
Carpenter (Anderson 217), are also in agreeance, Winnie-the-Pooh is not 
merely “a series of incidents which could be put in any order,” and it is 
an objectionable insult to think so. Pooh and the gang are much more 
intricate and complicated than the surface reveals, and they show definite 
and concrete growth, development, and reasoning throughout each 
chapter and circumstance. To undermine the depth of each personage is 
quite discouraging to the effort and genius invested within each character. 
Afterall, this is an Enchanted place where dreams come true – where an 
underestimated Bear solves unimaginable problems, a small schoolboy 
“gains respect and adulation” from his peers, a misunderstood Eeyore 
“writes a [beautiful] poem of love,” and a fainthearted Piglet becomes 
fearless – befitting that of a “brave and noble hero.” (Connolly 1995). These 
protagonists are undoubtedly more than meets the eye.

These multifaceted characters help the onlooker relate their outside 
tangible experiences, internal thoughts, and varying conflicts to the 
character’s progress, notions, and events. These imperative specifics weave 
themselves throughout every encounter, and as each plush persona is 
“transformed into seemingly breathing ones with complicated lives of their 
own,” as stated by Ellen Tremper, both fictitious and physical children 
and adults wait intently for the “miraculous life-giving metamorphosis to 
begin.” One must remember, despite the fact that these truly are inanimate 
stuffed animals, each character has a distinct, unforgettable, and relatable 
personality and charm, complete with worn-out wear-and-tear from 
Christopher Robbin’s loving and exuberant excursions. These toys and their 
tumultuous voyages are very real to Christopher Robin, and especially to the 
devoted reader. Consider also, as Paula T. Connolly, Professor of English at 
the University of North Carolina, penned, these friends’ “adventures may 
begin as external ones, but in the end they are internal journeys to hunt and 
tame…fears.”

To view complete paper and color graphics, please visit:

https://lscmontgomerycac.com/2021/katherine-shaver/
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ENGL 2328: American Literature 
1865-Present
In her research, Kumali examines the link between 
storytelling and empathy for immigrant and first-generation 
Americans. Specifically, her project explores how trauma 
narrative generates a third space for readers to empathize 
with Chinese immigrants in Maxine Hong Kingston’s 
“No Name Woman.” This study first applies Freudian 
psychoanalytic trauma theory to narrative and then considers 
how transgenerational transfer of trauma through post-
memory is demonstrated in Kingston’s work. Her work fills 
a gap in critical theory by associating trauma with readers’ 
ability to empathize with the immigrant experience. This 
study is interdisciplinary in that it encompasses psychology, 
literary theory, gender criticism, and cultural studies. 

– Molly McBride Lasco

Abstract
With an aim to understand the connection between storytelling and 

empathy for immigrant and first-generation Americans, this research paper 
investigates how the narration of trauma creates a third space for the reader 
to empathize with the experiences of Chinese immigrants and Chinese 
Americans in Maxine Hong Kingston’s “No Name Woman.” This study 
first synthesizes trauma theory by foundational scholar Sigmund Freud, 
the opportunities for empathy in trauma narratives, and transgenerational 
transfer of trauma through post-memory. Addressing a gap in previous 
literature that connects trauma with a readers’ ability to empathize with 
the immigrant experience, this study then explores Kingston’s multilayered 
trauma narrative along with silence as a symbol of oppression to 
understand how ethnic trauma can be transferred across generations and 
the opportunities for literary empathy for migrant communities. Analysis 
reveals that Kingston’s merging of collective with individual trauma, 
personal anecdotes of post- memory, and use of silence as a symbol of 
cultural oppression helps the audience to empathize with both the inherited 
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and current trauma of immigrants in America. With this humanistic 
approach to cultural studies, focusing on how characters in stories are 
defined between cultures rather than comparing societies separately, this 
literary analysis can inform an investigation of the experiences of today’s 
first-generation Americans.

Introduction
Can trauma be transferred to another person through literature? 

Immigrants not only move from one geographic location to another; they 
also must transition from a familiar cultural environment to a new one. 
Furthermore, while many individuals migrate for pull factors like increased 
economic opportunities, others leave their homeland because of push 
factors like violence, oppression, and economic or political instability. These 
physical and environmental transitions can certainly be traumatic, but what 
is often less observed is how traumatic experiences from their homeland 
continue to affect their experiences in a new land and to what extent their 
children, first-generation Americans separated from past ethnic traumas, 
inherit these traumas. 

Maxine Hong Kingston is a first-generation Chinese American born in 
Stockton, California in 1927. In her book, The Woman Warrior: Memoirs 
of a Girlhood Among Ghosts, she assembles autobiographical stories of her 
immigration background and her experiences with Chinese and American 
cultures. Her short story, “No Name Woman,” is the first chapter of this 
memoir, and it recaps Kingston’s childhood experience with hearing a 
trauma narrative from her mother, a Chinese immigrant. Her mother, Brave 
Orchid, tells Kingston a story about her aunt who she explains remains 
unidentified as “No Name Woman” because of the adultery she committed. 
Old Chinese culture stresses collectivism or prioritizing “attending to 
others, fitting in, and harmonious interdependence with them. While 
individualism, specifically American culture, emphasizes independence, 
self-reflection, and self-expression, (Markus & Kitayama 224). Therefore, 
from Brave Orchid’s perspective, adultery shamed not just the individual 
but the collective community. The punishment was the village’s violent raid 
on her family, the aunt’s suicide, and her family’s erasure of her existence. 
On the other hand, Kingston begins to develop her own perspective about 
her aunt, imagining the trauma of rape and social rejection she might have 
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experienced, and weaving these two distinct perspectives into her short story 
for the reader to digest. To understand the connection between storytelling 
and empathy for immigrant and first-generation Americans, this research 
paper examines how trauma creates a third space for the reader to empathize 
with the experiences of Chinese immigrants and Chinese Americans in “No 
Name Woman.” Considering the estrangement of immigrants in American 
society, this study navigates the extent to which storytelling of trauma 
can help to bridge the understanding gap between native and the “other” 
through empathy. After synthesizing the trauma theory of foundational 
scholar Sigmund Freud, discovering the opportunities for empathy in 
trauma narratives, and implementing the concept of post-memory coined 
by Marianne Hirsch, it was clear there was a gap in literature that connects 
literary empathy for trauma with the immigrant experience. Analysis reveals 
that Kingston’s merging of collective with individual trauma, personal 
anecdotes of post-memory, and use of silence as a symbol of cultural 
oppression helps the audience to empathize with both the inherited trauma 
and current trauma of immigrants in America.

Literature Review

TRAUMA THEORY
Contrary to popular thought, an experience is not designated traumatic 

by its level of extremity but by the individual’s pre-existing mental capacity 
in dealing with an event. In his essay “Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” 
Sigmund Freud, psychologist, and foundational scholar in trauma theory, 
claimed that the pleasure principle automatically directs human mental 
functions. Pleasure principle is the desire for the mind to leave “an 
unpleasant state of tension” either by avoiding pain, perceived threats in 
the external world which may be physically or mentally harmful or seeking 
pleasure to ease the tension (Freud 4-7). While this fundamental instinct 
can genuinely help to avoid traumatic experiences in the first place, once 
encountered with one, it can be a barrier to healing. To explain the state of 
emotional shock, or traumatic neurosis, after a trauma, Freud deemed that 
an experience had to have some surprise or “fright” for it to be traumatic 
(8). While a person with apprehension (angst), or the ability to prepare for 
the pain, or “fear” (Furcht), a notion of the object of their fear, would not 
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reach traumatic neurosis, a person with fright (Schreck) must face danger 
without mental preparation or understanding, inducing traumatic neurosis 
(8). It is not how extreme the trauma is which determines the long-term 
effects on the mind, rather it is the existence of knowledge and preparation 
which prevents the damaging effects of trauma. Knowledge and preparation 
function as a defense mechanism for the mind and without it, the mind is 
vulnerable to the dangers of the external world.

Trauma’s complex formation makes it challenging to heal from. In 
traumatic neurosis, the person is driven, often unaware, to repeat the 
unpleasant traumatic experience in their mind, dreams, or actions by 
the unconscious power instinct to have “mastery of the situation” (Freud 
9-11). Yet, because the emotions during the traumatic experience were 
repressed to protect the overwhelmed mind, the person finds themselves 
later unknowingly repeating the repressed elements attempting to push 
itself into consciousness (13-14). Resistance to the repressed information 
for fear of reliving the painful experience is futile as it subjects the person to 
reliving repressed material unconsciously and prevents them from packaging 
the traumatic emotions and behavioral processes into the past. The dreams 
or repetition-compulsion are “attempts at restoring control of the stimuli 
by developing apprehension” (25). Freud’s explanation of repetition-
compulsion explains why some individuals may use writing to process 
simmering feelings in the conscious mind that were once repressed in past 
trauma. Writing forces the person to identify sometimes overwhelming 
feelings with words, a natural transition from unconsciousness to 
consciousness. Furthermore, what may have started out as a personal 
processing of trauma, its public expression facilitates the transfer of trauma 
and gives others an opportunity to empathize with it.

TRAUMA NARRATIVES
Literature can be a form of creative processing of trauma that 

simultaneously acts as a bridge, connecting the reader empathetically with 
the experiences of the writer. The formation of empathy has been used 
on a fictional scale to help make fantasy novels more relatable. Elizabeth 
K. Lundberg found that empathy is crucial for creating effective science 
fiction especially with posthuman characters and postmodern literature. 
Imagination, it seems, opens the possibility for empathy. Writers also use 
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literature about trauma as a tool for exposing societal injustices. Sarah 
Anderson observes that contemporary trauma fiction writers use trauma as a 
character device to divulge specific social and political situations like cultural 
oppression (Anderson 8-9). With her analysis of H.D. ‘s autobiography 
HERmione, for example, Anderson concludes that the female character’s 
madness was used as a literary tool to protest patriarchy (10-13). The reader 
empathizes with the woman’s suffering and developing madness, helping 
them to equate mental illness to the trauma women experience under 
patriarchy. 

Traumatic narratives therefore can also be a powerful tool for helping 
readers empathize with outsider groups like immigrants. Once considered 
limited to male-centered experiences of war, natural disasters, or abuse, 
traumatic experiences now extend to events without physical violence and to 
those of women and minorities (Sarah Anderson 6). An expansive definition 
for trauma allows for greater diversity in its creative expression. Individuals 
internalize the social and economic contexts of their lives through the arts 
and writing, thus forming the connection between history and literature 
(7). Empathy, in fact, is the process of imaginatively identifying with the 
“other” which ultimately removes the “otherness,” (Horn). Therefore, other 
scholars have found how trade books about the immigrant experience can 
not only help foster empathy but change societal ingrained perceptions and 
stereotypes of foreign cultures (Bousalis).

Understanding the extreme “otherness” imposed on minorities, some 
writers combine imaginative elements with the true stories of trauma to 
strip down these barriers and effectively build empathy. In Empathy and the 
Phantasmic in Ethnic American Trauma Narratives, Stella Setka investigates 
how phantasmic trauma narratives create a third space for a contemporary 
audience to empathize with past ethnic traumas. Phantasmic trauma 
narratives are a form of ethnic literature that incorporates the supernatural 
and other “fantastic irruptions” of the specific culture, which Setka argues, 
helps the reader to connect the suffering of past traumas with the present 
through empathy (Setka 2). The phantasmic style offers an ethical path 
for readers to understand past cultural traumas and relate it back to the 
larger pattern of human oppression and suffering. Trauma and empathy are 
interconnected. The inability to respect the trauma victim’s alterity through 
superficial empathy, for example, is a form of violence because it reinforces 
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the trauma (5). Therefore, genuine empathy is necessary for the transfer of 
trauma truth and empathy begins with appreciating the differences between 
people and their experiences without any presumptions or stereotypes. 
Empathy must be separated from other superficial forms like sympathy 
which may perpetuate trauma rather than understanding. Phantasmic 
trauma narratives with their foundation in cultural belief systems spotlight 
this alterity.

With specifically cultural trauma, there is not only the opportunity 
for empathy but also the possibility to create cross-cultural competency. 
The relationship between the writer’s narration of cultural belief systems 
and the reader’s engagement showcases a cross-cultural exchange through 
empathy. Setka explains that phantasmic features in a narrative reflect the 
ethnic author’s cultural reality, disrupting readers’ preconceptions about 
the other, and helping them to experience and react rather than passively 
read about their trauma (Setka 8-15). This contrasts with magical realism 
which focuses on the “otherness” of the events and thereby restricts empathy 
(15). By stripping misunderstandings about a culture or people, the reader 
may now be able to view these other belief systems as valid and choose 
to empathize with the trauma of the other. Phantasmic elements bring a 
level of engagement to the reading process which heightens empathetic 
understanding. In trauma narratives with a contemporary perspective, 
or where protagonists are in the present while the trauma is of the past, 
the reader can relate to the protagonist’s historical distance and process 
of discovery thereby connecting past traumas with present consequences 
(16). Setka claims that phantasmic trauma narratives help readers reach 
affiliative post-memory using familiar methods of transmission (7). The fact 
that a “memory” of trauma could even be transferred to another with such 
emotional depth indicates that the process involves empathy.

POST-MEMORY
Literature can also reveal and facilitate the intergenerational transfer 

of trauma. In her book, The Generation of Post-memory: Writing and Visual 
Culture After the Holocaust, Marianne Hirsch coins the term “post-memory” 
to envelop the relationship that the “generation after” has between the 
personal or collective historical traumatic experiences of others and their 
own “memories” of the trauma crafted by images, stories, and actions 
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(Hirsch 1). The idea is that an individual does not have to be a direct 
witness of trauma for them to deeply conjure their own experience of that 
trauma. This expands the scope of trauma to not only include those who 
originally experienced it but the generations after who can still feel and 
incorporate the trauma of the past. Additionally, post-memory claims that 
future generations are actively connected to the trauma of the past through 
“imaginative investment, projection, and creation” rather than through 
passive remembrance (1). This expands the avenues in which trauma is 
processed. The truth of trauma does not necessarily lie in factual testimony, 
but it can also be passed across generations and shared through literature’s 
fictional realm of creativity and imagination. Just as Freud claimed that 
traumatic experiences are repetitive in nature, Hirsch describes post-memory 
as a “traumatic recall but at a generational remove” (5). Post-memory places 
trauma into the possibility of timelessness and shared experiences as the 
personal experience of trauma ripples onto others through the behaviors and 
storytelling of psychological recall.

Content Analysis

CONNECTING INDIVIDUAL WITH  
COLLECTIVE TRAUMA

Kingston establishes literary empathy for the villagers’ collective trauma 
to show that it is the inability to recognize the traumatic experiences of 
the “other” through silence which caused the tragedy of no name woman. 
The story takes place in 1920s rural China during a difficult period of 
“ghost plagues, bandit plagues, wars with the Japanese, floods.” For villagers 
struggling with the basics of food and safety, “adultery is extravagance...
to have a daughter in starvation time was a waste enough” (Kingston 6). 
Kingston describes how rural Chinese communities relied heavily on 
women to uphold cultural traditions in these times of disorder. Therefore, 
a woman’s focus on herself such as “disturbing hair and eyes, a smile like 
no other, threatened the ideal of five generations living under one roof” 
(11). Indulgence in the self or ideas of romance were excessive behaviors 
that could fracture the fragile social ecosystem necessary in times of poverty 
and famine. Meanwhile marriage, which “promises to turn strangers into 
friendly relatives- a nation of siblings,” legally bound the community, an 
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essential social need (12). While it meant that individuals had to sacrifice 
personal freedoms, this innerweb of family provided security to the values 
and traditions of a struggling community. Kingston establishes this cultural 
background in the context of these economic struggles for the reader 
to understand the motivation behind the raid. She describes how “the 
frightened villagers, who depended on one another to maintain the real, 
went to my aunt to show her a personal, physical representation of the 
break she had made in the roundness...to see that her infidelity had already 
harmed the village” (12-13). The aunt’s unexpected pregnancy was viewed 
not as an individual trauma but as a violation of the social fabric of the 
whole community. Silence only furthered this belief. 

As Kingston describes the social and economic trauma villagers in 
China were experiencing, she also weaves in her imagination and empathy 
for the individual trauma her aunt might have gone through. For example, 
Kingston deeply empathizes with the trauma of rape that her aunt might 
have experienced, writing, “I want her fear to have lasted just as long as 
rape lasted so that the fear could have been contained. No drawn-out fear. 
But women at sex hazarded birth and hence lifetimes. The fear did not stop 
but permeated everywhere” (7). Kingston demonstrates how the trauma of 
rape surpasses time because of its long-lasting emotional and permanent 
physical impacts. While Kingston cannot change the past, she reveals her 
understanding of the permeability of emotional trauma across time and 
generations. Her intent to write her aunt’s story and thereby disobey her 
mother’s and Chinese culture’s expectations for silence is to stop the fear and 
trauma from continuing to perpetuate. 

Kingston connects the individual with the collective trauma for her 
contemporary readers which empathy could never bridge in the past because 
of silence. Kingston contextualizes the trauma of rape in old Chinese 
culture, wondering, “My aunt could not have been the lone romantic 
who gave up everything for sex. Women in China did not choose” (6). 
Her aunt’s ability to have a choice with her sexuality was forbidden in old 
Chinese culture because of ingrained gender roles. This cultural setting in 
turn limited the possible understanding and empathy of villagers for any 
perceived offense of these values. Kingston imagines how these cultural rules 
may have contributed to her aunt’s trauma. She suspects her aunt’s rapist 
“was not a stranger...His demand must have surprised, then terrified her. 
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She obeyed him; she always did as she was told” (6-7). Her aunt’s inability 
to refuse a sexual advance and cultural expectations of female obedience 
may have contributed to the emotional trauma of rape. Indeed, Kingston 
visualizes how her aunt was shamed by her family for her pregnancy, 
perhaps having to eat “at an outcast table” as punishment for her grave 
disobedience. Her rapist, likely a villager himself, symbolizes how the aunt 
was traumatized by the very community and family she was born to commit 
her whole life to. Individual pain clashing with societal trauma prevents the 
necessary empathy for healing, a perfect storm for tragedy.

POWER OF SILENCE IN PERPETUATING TRAUMA
In the story, silence represents suppressed emotions, a symbol of shame 

under cultural oppression. When the aunt got pregnant, she was silent. 
Her silence likely reflects her shame as she feels uncomfortable sharing 
her suffering. However, her family and community continued the pattern 
of silence. When they noticed her pregnancy, “no one said anything. We 
did not discuss it” (3). Deliberate silence, or the refusal to connect and 
discuss, often represents underlying shame. The fact that all members of the 
community were silent as a collective unit indicates that the aunt’s actions 
had breached communal values. 

The silence appeared to be caused by suppressed emotions because the 
village’s mute “counting” during the months of her pregnancy erupted into 
a sudden, violent raid on her family’s house. Villagers cried while raiding, 
releasing pent up emotions of sorrow and rage, as they destroyed the family’s 
most valuable items: food, animals, water, and the comforts of their home. 
Emotional reactions like when the villagers “swept a broom through the air 
and loosed the spirits-of-the-broom over our heads. ‘Pig.’ ‘Ghost.’ ‘Pig,’ they 
sobbed and scolded while they ruined our house,” reveal the more complex 
experience of trauma and humanize the monsters the villagers might 
otherwise be perceived by the reader as (5). 

To view complete paper and color graphics, please visit:
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ENGL 1301: Composition and Rhetoric
Lisa’s affinity for technological gadgets inspired her research 
paper. As a mom to four young women, between the 
ages of 16 and 30, she has also witnessed firsthand how 
technology has changed their lives, for better and for worse. 
In her essay, Lisa likens our daily interaction with technology 
to an intimate relationship, one that requires great care. 
Not only does she share anecdotal evidence to support 
her claims, but she also uses library research to explore 
the nuanced relationship we have with our devices. With 
her witty writerly style, Lisa invites readers to have a more 
honest, realistic conversation on the topic of technology. 

-- Chrisoula Gonzales

Are We 
Cheating on 
Our Real 
Lives with 
Technology?

Research Paper by

LISA STEELE

Are We Cheating on Our Real Lives with Technology?
Technology offers quick answers to any question a person can 

formulate. If you want to know what kind of bird feather you found in your 
backyard, there is a search engine for that. Perhaps you want to reconnect 
with (okay, spy on) your former classmates. No problem. Go look at the 
curated version of their lives on social media. However, there is a darker 
side to our interactions online. Real time interactions have been replaced 
with texts and instant messages. We can control so many of the aspects of 
our online life: profile pictures enhanced by filters and biographies carefully 
edited to gloss over undesirable details. Online interactions entice us with 
the illusion of choice, the illusion of not being alone. The question is: Are 
we cheating on our real lives with a virtual one?

The first thing every morning, even before my coffee, I grab my phone. 
“What do I need to do?” I ask myself. It is really more like, “What delicious 
morsel of technological distraction awaits me today?” There was once a time 
when morning rituals consisted of consuming a newspaper over the kitchen 
table to catch up on what was going on in the world. I was usually right 
there at my father’s side, patiently awaiting my turn to read the comics page 
when he was done with it, anxious to share a laugh over the antics of our 
favorite characters. Flash forward to me this morning: three competing news 
sites with five things I need to know to start my day, my beloved comics in 
the form of an e-mail, a text from my father telling me about the cookies he 
is baking, and ooh, what is this? While I slept, two of my friends got into 
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an in-depth discussion in the comments section of a post I shared on social 
media. Well, there it is. My digital life beckons with something interesting 
and vaguely social to gain my attention. Amber Case, self-described cyborg 
anthropologist, discusses the origin of the digital self. Over the ages, 
humans have used tools as an extension of our physical selves. Now we have 
this digital life we create online, “and people are interacting with your second 
self when you’re not there.” (Case 2:12). Given that I have a handful of friends 
in different time zones across the world, some must interact with me digitally 
on different timetables; my posts and comments are not as constrained by time 
as a statement made in my regular life. They are imprints I leave for others to 
consume at their leisure.

Sherry Turkle discusses our attraction to technology in her Ted Talk, 
“Connected but Alone.” She says it offers the “illusion of companionship 
without the demands of friendship” (Turkle 11:59). My device does so 
much for me; from reminding me my mother’s birthday is coming up to 
locating the recipe for my daughter’s fabulous molasses cookies when I get 
a craving on a Saturday night. I would be lost without the myriad ways 
my technology completes me. According to Ketima Whitehall, a certified 
relationship coach, “[l]ove is about connection and reflection” (69). Today, 
many people are unwittingly in a relationship with their technological 
devices. People in relationships begin with an emotional investment: they 
choose to trust one another, and an emotional bond is formed. Now I do 
not know about you, but I sleep near to my phone. I entrust him with all 
my credit card details to dole out to me when I want to buy something 
online. I cover him with cute cases and provide him with sturdy screen 
protectors to keep him safe. My phone is a reflection of me and at the same 
time is an independent entity. All I have to do is flick my finger across 
the screen to dismiss any notification I do not want to address. He has no 
feelings to be hurt by any thoughtless thing I may do. Our bond is low 
maintenance. Feed him a recharge every now and then and connect to a wi-
fi network to send that devastatingly important tweet, and he has no further 
demands of me.

Furthermore, the possibility of infidelity exists in our relationship with 
digital technology, just as it does in our intimate, personal relationships. 
With the introduction of new, competing software, it is not unusual to 
have multiple social media accounts across various platforms. There is 
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an acronym about cheating on a real-life partner that could apply to our 
devices, too. In describing the ideal qualities of someone to cheat with, the 
acronym UGLY stands for Understanding, Gratifying, Loving, and Yielding 
(Ogunjinmi 68). If you are having a rough day, your digital self can post 
a lament on social media and a handful of people will offer understanding 
and sympathy. Perhaps you are feeling particularly unattractive one day. 
Snap a selfie, and if you are so inclined, use one of those handy filters that 
magically erases any blemish, slightly enlarges your eyes, and shrinks the 
line of your jaw to be more digitally attractive. Voila! Friends and strangers 
applaud your creation and gratify you with compliments. Facebook even 
created a ‘love’ button because a simple thumbs up was not enough. Our 
digital self is always present, patiently waiting to yield to whatever new 
desire crosses our minds. 

There are those who counter that one’s use of technology may not be so 
terribly ominous. The most recent edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) refrained from including internet 
addiction in its compilation, used as a guide by mental health professionals. 
Jared Keller argues, “[y]our Internet addiction isn’t an addiction but the 
logical extension of existing biological functions, not necessarily a sign of 
dysfunction.” (Keller). In essence, we are driven by survival instincts to seek 
out the pleasures offered by technology, so there is no need to worry that 
it is harmful; it is natural. The key to determining how much is too much 
is still up for debate. Keller quotes Dr. Allen Frances, former chair of the 
DSM-IV Task Force, who asserts that unless our attachment to technology 
is compulsive and/or gets in the way of us succeeding in our real life then it 
is not a problem requiring intervention (Keller). That sounds like a decent 
rationalization to me. 

Technology has come a long way towards connecting us across different 
walks of life. I reconnected with my childhood best friend as an adult, 
and we still see each other from time to time. Facebook reminded me this 
morning that, a year ago today, she and I attended a gem and rock show 
together in our hometown. As I look at the memory photo, I recall how 
much fun we had that day, giggling like we were still seven years old. That 
would not have happened without technology and the internet. You can 
reach out and interact with people all over the world and find out just 
about anything you could ever wish to know. That bird feather I mentioned 
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earlier was found by my dad who lives in another state, and when I dug 
deeper into the mystery, I discovered it was likely a turkey feather left 
by some visiting wild turkeys he had been feeding. We remarked on the 
wonder of a search engine for bird feathers, and I felt a lightness in my 
heart over our little fact-finding adventure. Technology connects families 
and loved ones whose life may be separated by considerable distance, but 
they can still interact over video chat, instant messages, and phone calls in 
growing numbers of places. There is no test to definitively determine if these 
interactions are harming one’s regular life or enhancing it. I leave my phone 
sitting untouched when having supper with my family or for long periods of 
time when we are gathered in the same room because those are relationships 
I wish to nurture with my undivided attention. I congratulate myself when 
I leave my phone in a different room for a time, and I embrace the pleasures 
that my digital world offers when we are together. 
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ENGL 1301: Composition And Rhetoric 1
In this problem/solution essay, Juan Hernandez Contreras 
explores solutions to the vexing problem of ballooning 
student debt. Not a student of economics as such, Juan 
clearly presents what is both a social and personal problem 
and explores possible solutions, as well as his own new 
solution. He logically divides his analysis using subheadings 
for the following: The Problem, Causes, Previous Attempts 
to Solve the Problem, A New Proposal, Two Objections 
to the Proposal, Response to Objections, and Conclusion. 
In his analysis, Juan has recourse to both scholarly and 
popular sources, documented in his Works Cited. He 
makes no presumption of solving the problem once and 
for all. Through his critical thinking, he succeeds in raising 
many complex economic and cultural factors that must be 
considered in any solution. 

– Ron Heckelman

Student Loans 
and Their 
Effect on 
Society

Essay by

JUAN 
HERNANDEZ 
CONTRERAS 

Student Loans and Their Effect on Society

The Problem
Student loans make higher education available to everyone; however, 

in the past couple of years student loans have posed serious problems for 
American society. Self-made millionaire, motivational speaker, and author 
James White states that “some 40% of recent college graduates have more 
than $10,000 in student loan debt and over 20% owe at least $5,000 on 
credit cards before age 25, according to a Harris Interactive Study” (White 
39). Student debt has become a social problem due to the effects it has 
on the individuals that graduate, and therefore society as a whole. The 
government has neglected to address the issue and refuses to accept that 
the current structure in place is not working in favor of students. Student 
loans reinforce the barriers between the lower and higher classes, hindering 
personal development and affecting the economy. 

 The distinctive class barrier dividing the high and low is poisonous 
to struggling and developing students, creating a modern form of 
indentured servitude through student debt. As people graduate and try to 
pay off their debt, low and middleclass people are not able to break through 
to a higher social class. Students once naively thought that a bachelor’s 
degree was good enough. However, with the unemployment rate on the 
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rise, many students have found that a diploma is just enough. Workforce 
experience and technical expertise are more crucial to achieve the salary 
needed to pay off student debt.

Causes
The primary cause for people going into debt is the belief that higher 

education is an investment. As it was for the Pilgrims and others fleeing from 
Europe for a better life, student loans have typically been seen as the voyage 
to a better life. Or so people have assumed. “Nevertheless, the reality is 
that student loans are now more akin to indentured servitude” (Williams). 
Student loans are no longer merely a means to gain an education, 
knowledge, or experience; they have become a way to obtain an education as 
a consumer good. Education is a product that promises a better job, a house 
and a car. However, a degree is not enough for most employers. Teenagers 
often expect any degree will open doors for them. However, the reality is 
that this way of thinking comes from the consumerist culture of America, 
especially when the entire society is based on debt. For years, teenagers have 
observed their parents indulge in instant material gratification, and this is in 
large measure why it is very difficult for the current younger generation to 
grasp the concept of a life free of debt.

 The secondary reason why people seek student loans is because 
there is often no other way to achieve a higher education. Specifically, those 
who belong to the middle class are ironically left with fewer options than 
people from the lower or under class. Middle-class students do not qualify 
for as much help as the underclass students, and they also do not have 
enough money to pay out of pocket. Student loans should assist people as 
they strive for a better life, and not set them up for future failure. Paying 
for student loans is one of the most stressful aspects in a young person’s life, 
because someone cannot with all impunity just file for bankruptcy to avoid 
debt. This is why it is so important for teenagers to plan ahead and ensure 
that they will be able to pay their loans.

Previous Attempts to Solve the Problem
There have been several attempts to solve the student debt crisis; one of 

them is to turn loans into grants. The difference between a loan and a grant 
is that a grant is a gift and does not need to be repaid. On the other hand, 
a loan needs to be repaid with interest, and if the student fails to do so, his 
or her assets may be taken away. This solution is the least viable because 
taxpayers would be responsible for the repayment of the grant instead of the 
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students. The second solution is to add a screening component into student 
loan applications to determine the student’s academic performance and the 
ability to pay back the loan, according to the social demand for workers 
with the academic major the student wants to pursue. This would provide 
students with the money they would need for school, and they would 
presumably be able to pay it back after graduation. This solution would 
decrease the student debt, while still helping students get an education 
and motivate them to work harder for better grades. The third solution 
would be just to forgive the student debt which would, of course, require 
redistribution of the government budget to support the economy. 

By forgiving student debt, students after college would be able to 
accumulate assets and contribute to the economy. “This would give students 
the opportunity to develop personally and achieve the goals they had 
put off” (Gordon). They would contribute to the economy by using the 
money they previously used to repay their loans and invest it in creating 
small businesses, and homeownership. However, with this solution, there 
is a moral hazard, because more people may seek student debt expecting 
it to be forgiven; thus, it is not a sustainable solution to fix the problem. 
However, this solution actually begs a larger question. Does it not privilege 
students or non-students? Should non-students not also have their debts 
forgiven? Should there be age restrictions?  What about older “returning” 
students.”  Some may argue that it is unfair for students of any age to have 
this advantage; regardless, non-students have other resources to turn to 
when dealing with debt. For example, they can file for bankruptcy, when 
students by law do not have this advantage. Cohn observe, “There are 
ways of navigating the rough waters of bankruptcy that make it easier to 
emerge on the other side, better positioned to make a fresh start” (Cohn 
142). So, even when it seems like non-students are being treated unequally, 
they generally have an opportunity that allows them to rebuild their 
life, unlike traditionally younger college students. All these complexities 
notwithstanding, the bottom-line reality is that there are not enough 
solutions for students to resort to when they cannot pay their debt. 

A New Proposal
A new proposal is needed to minimize student debt. This is why 

income-contingent repayment (Williams) and a screening program 
would be a better and more sustainable solution. For income-contingent 
repayment, the student would have to pay a percentage of his/her student 
loan based on income. If after 20 years, the student has not been able to pay 
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it back, the debt would be forgiven. Income-contingent repayments would 
be based on the annual income of that person, and very much like taxes 
that people typically are obliged to report to their lending institution when 
figuring their annual income. So, in theory payments could be adjusted 
based on any changes in income. This would allow people to pay their debt 
without having to give up asset accumulation, and also release the student 
from paying loans after 20 years. Additionally, there could be an enhanced 
screening program put into place for people who apply for student loans. 
This screening amounts to a “component...that considers credit-worthiness 
and past academic performance in order to maximize the likelihood of 
loan repayment and minimize defaults” (Jackson). Creditworthiness is not 
intended to be exclusive, but to incentivize responsible and mature behavior 
in college students who may be tempted incur debt and then not complete 
their degree or certification. 

The intent of this solution is not to display favoritism but to control 
the risk of default, since the policy of providing loans too uncritically has 
proven untenable with respect to reliable repayment. By joining these two 
solutions together, students would be encouraged to perform well in school 
and choose a major that would set them up to pay for their student loans, 
rather than choosing a major that would be of little practical utility. Of 
course, the question of which major, curriculum or training better serves the 
public good remains. And what about masters and doctoral degrees? Who 
would make these decisions and set policy, and on what criteria? And what 
about evolving social and cultural interests and needs? Despite these matters 
however, this new system, at least in principle, ensures that people would be 
able to pay their student loans without it taking most of their income, thus 
allowing the student more economic freedom.1

Two Objections to the Proposal
This proposal may raise some objections such as the likelihood that it 

would discourage teenagers with poor school performance from going to 
1Special thanks to Professor James Zipperer of the LSC-Montgomery Economics 
Department for allowing me to solicit his thoughts on the subject. He raised 
this issue about the discrepancy between the cost of a Bachelor of Arts/Science 
degree and the entry-level salary in particular fields, emphasizing that tuition 
perhaps should be adjusted based on the entry-level salary expected for each 
field and degree. 
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college. If student loans were determined by the student’s past academic 
performance and potential for future loan repayment, then students 
with less-than-ideal school performance would feel even more pressured 
to decide what they want to do with their lives when many are hardly 
prepared to make such a momentous decision. Some might argue pressuring 
students—and their parents—this way runs contrary to the American 
approach to education. Furthermore, “the system will remain unchanged 
because students will still remain in debt for 20 years or less” (Elliot). After 
graduation, students would still settle for low paying jobs and postpone 
personal goals until their debt is paid off. Therefore, this solution is just a 
short term instead of a long term one, because the real problem relies on 
how expensive education is and how society is really not benefiting from it 
due to defaulted student loans. Some critics might argue that these solutions 
favor high paying jobs over low paying ones; therefore, proving them to be 
flawed and limited only to people who are seem “creditworthy.” 

Response to Objections
A student with previous poor academic performance could always 

take a class or two to increase their GPA and reapply for student loans. It 
is normal for teenagers to feel pressured on what major they will pick, so 
this system would not increase this pressure. Instead, this system would 
motivate students to think more critically about what they want to study. 
On the system remaining supposedly “unchanged,” the difference will 
be evident after some time. Loans based on the likelihood of repayment, 
and payments based on income, would reduce the student debt over time 
while stimulating the economy by allowing graduates to accumulate assets, 
since most of their income would not be going to paying student loans. 
About “creditworthiness.” The point of the screening process is not to reject 
students, but to control the risk of default to provide money for those who 
will repay the debt. The term “creditworthiness” sounds limiting, but ideally 
the plan would be to make it as holistic a process as possible, in which the 
applicant would be viewed as a whole person and not solely as a list of grades 
and achievements. At least, that would be the goal to construct a system 
with economic viability that remains consistent with American ideals.

Essay
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Conclusion
Student loans are stealing the future from college graduates, hindering 

their development and integration into society. Several solutions have been 
proposed; however, most of these solutions do not do enough to solve the 
problem, nor take the burden of loans off the backs of students. Thus, this 
new proposal tackles the problem. It prevents students from getting more 
loans than they would be able to repay, decreases the student loan crisis and 
facilitates payment based on income. Therefore, it would allow graduates 
more economic freedom to contribute to the economy and American 
society.
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ENGL 2332: Survey of World Literature - 
Ancient World through the 16th Century
In her research paper, Alexa explores Homer’s ambivalent 
depiction of women in his epic, The Odyssey. She 
describes key female characters in the text, such as Athena, 
Penelope, and Calypso. Alexa argues that, despite their 
dynamic personas, Homer’s female characters are ultimately 
situated below their male counterparts. She supports this 
claim with scholarly research from peer-reviewed journals. 
Alexa highlights the proto feminism of Homer’s female 
characters, and, in doing so, she reminds readers that the 
issue of gender inequality transcends the time and place of 
Ancient Greece.

— Chrisoula Gonzales

The Role of 
Women in 
Homer’s The 
Odyssey

Research Paper by
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The Role of Women in Homer’s The Odyssey
In ancient Greece women were considered deceitful, not to be 

trusted, seductresses, weak, and even evil. It is true that Greek society was 
misogynistic and considered women to be inferior to men. In fact, women 
in ancient Athens “not only could not vote but could not own property 
and their movements were restricted” (Lefkowitz 503). This idea has existed 
since the creation of humankind. According to Greek mythology, Pandora 
was the first woman to be created by Zeus to neutralize the blessing of fire. 
Pandora was sent to earth with a box containing all sorts of misery and evil. 
Pandora opened the box out of curiosity, releasing all of the world’s horrors 
over the earth. Pandora’s action earned women the label of troublemakers 
and the cause of evil. Her recklessness 
and weakness in opening the box 
were regarded as traditional female 
characteristics which allegedly justified 
women’s inferiority to men. In addition, 
women also earned a reputation of 
cunning and temptresses who would 
make the lives of men difficult.

Therefore, they need the leadership 
of men to keep them from causing chaos 
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and harm in the world. Homer in The Odyssey provides an insight into the 
roles of women in ancient Greece through the different female characters in 
the story.

Throughout The Odyssey, women who were independent of male control 
and leadership are portrayed as dangerous and temptresses. Calypso, whose 
name means “concealer”, holds Odysseus by force as her captive on her 
island (Cohen 20). The nymph highlights the theme of temptation since 
she seduces Odysseus to stay with her to prevent him from continuing his 
journey home. As a nymph, she is portrayed as desirable and intriguing 
to Odysseus, representing how women can use their feminine sexuality 
as a source of temptation that men are defenseless against. Nevertheless, 
after seven years, Hermes, under Zeus’s orders, informs Calypso to release 
Odysseus since he has to fulfill his destiny. She is reluctant to obey Zeus’ 
orders since the male Gods can have sexual freedom, but “scandalize when 
a goddess sleeps with mortals, openly, even when one has made the man 
her husband” (5. 130-3). With the commands of Zeus still ringing in her 
ears, Calypso even offers Odysseus immortality to lure him to stay and 
permanently “conceal his mortality and his return homeward” (Cohen 20).

Despite her efforts, she must obey and submit to Zeus’ orders and 
release Odysseus. However, Odysseus questions the nymph’s intentions 
and believes she is “plotting something else’’ (5.192). Odysseus is resistant 
to “set foot on a raft until [she] shows good faith, and consent to swear a 
binding oath [she’ll] never plot some new intrigue to harm [him]” (5.197-
9). Odysseus’s mistrust of Calypso highlights men’s perspective that women 
are tricksters and dangerous.

Moreover, When Odysseus finally escapes Calypso’s island, he must face 
another independent and cunning woman, Circe. Circe is described as “the 
bewitching Queen of Aeaea” since she deceives men by drugging their drink 
to turn them into swine and make them forget about their home (10. 240-
50). However, Hermes intervenes and gives Odysseus a magic herb that will 
prevent him from the “witch’s subtle craft” and “free [him] from that greater 
danger” (10. 318-20). When Circe realizes that Odysseus outsmarted her, 
she seduces him into her bed and prevents Odysseus from continuing 
his journey since he gives in to the temptation and seduction of women. 
Circe’s seductive and feminine charm distracts Odysseus and his crew from 
returning to Ithaca for over a year. Both Circe and Calypso are a hindrance 
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to Odysseus’s travels since they lure him with their tricks and female 
charms to distract him from his duty. Their actions are portrayed as selfish 
since they are unconcerned about Odysseus’s desire to return home and 
demand that he remains with them as their lover. Both of these characters 
represent the idea that women who are independent of male influence lack 
self-control and are unguided. Circe and Calypso highlight the idea that 
women need the leadership of men to control their impulses and dangerous 
personalities.

On the other hand, women who depend on and follow a man were 
depicted as virtuous and admirable. In contrast to Circe and Calypso, 
women who were portrayed as daughters, mothers, and wives are given 
positive attributes. Penelope, Odysseus’s wife, is one of the characters 
“who most closely resemble the hero in his characteristic excellence” 
(Doherty 31). Penelope even shares Odysseus’s cunning, “which she uses 
strategically, disguising her real purpose in weaving the funeral shroud 
and in eliciting gifts from the suitors’’ (Doherty 34). Most of the time, a 
woman’s cunningness is rarely portrayed as a positive attribute. However, 
since Penelope uses her cleverness to remain faithful to her husband, she 
is admired. She is considered a beneficent version of the deceitful and 
seductive female that Odysseus encounters in his journey (Cohen 22). 
Furthermore, Penelope embodies the passive and submissive role of a wife 
which is considered virtuous and worthy. Similarly, Nausicaa and her 
mother Arete are female characters who assist Odysseus in his journey. They 
are described as virtuous since they use their feminine characteristics to help 
their husbands and fathers in the house. In both cases, it is clear that their 
honorable and virtuous personalities are dependent on their relationship 
to a man. Circe and Calypso’s independent nature makes them inclined 
to lust and little self-control and are represented as weak, dangerous, and 
lacking virtue. On the other hand, Penelope, Nausicaa, and Arete are the 
embodiment of the “perfect” role of women. Furthermore, the role of a 
submissive and passive wife, daughter, or mother is given special honor and 
admiration in contrast to independent and threatening women.

One of the most powerful characters throughout the story is Athena, 
the goddess of wisdom and war. Athena is Odysseus’s patron god and a 
mother figure to him. Athena acts as a character foil to Odysseus because of 
their likeness and cleverness. Athena even makes an explicit comparison to 
Odysseus when each tries to deceive the other in Book 13 (Doherty 33). She 
uses her power and mental skills to help Odysseus return to his home. Even 
Though Athena is a powerful female character, Homer tends to identify her 
with masculine attributes. Athena even disguises herself as a male character 
when she comes to earth. Her decision to disguise herself as male highlights 
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the idea that her attributes are in fact masculine.
Even though all of these female characters use their feminine attributes 

and powers to control and seduce men, they are ultimately dependent 
on the will of the gods and men. Penelope desires to remain faithful to 
Odysseus, but she is forced to choose a suitor to take her hand in marriage. 
Moreover, with Odysseus’s absence, she must obey her son’s orders. 
Telemachus orders Penelope to “go up to [her] own room with [her] 
serving-women, and pray” (17. 45-50). Penelope was left silent and went to 
her room since she has to follow her submissive role.

Furthermore, Nausicaa and Arete must follow King Alcinous’s orders. 
He even offers Odysseus the opportunity to marry his daughter Nausicaa. 
Independent and powerful women like Calypso and Circe have to submit 
to Zeus’ orders against their will, highlighting their inferior role to men. 
Even Athena must consult Zeus before making any decision or plan to 
help Odysseus. This shows how females will get to a certain extent before 
submitting to men. No matter how powerful or strong a woman is, she is 
below a man.

Clearly, women in ancient Greece live under the shadow of the 
first woman Pandora and are described as inferior to men, yet cunning. 
Throughout The Odyssey, the cleverness and cunning of women helped 
Odysseus continue with his journey, but it also hindered it.

Independent women are portrayed as dangerous, lacking self-control, 
and even evil. On the other hand, women like Penelope, who were 
submissive and passive, were respected and considered virtuous. Homer 
highlights the idea that women should be controlled and restricted by men, 
otherwise they can be dangerous and harmful to humanity. Even though 
the role of women has evolved in the 21st Century and many women keep 
pushing the barrier for equity, misogynistic views prevail. This is a constant 
reminder that we need to keep working to erase the differences between 
women and men in the world.
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ESOL 0310: Integrated Reading And Writing
In her essay, Megan transports us to her native Vietnam with 
her description of a popular destination near her hometown. 
In this well-organized essay, she describes the activities and 
sights and explains their appeal to visitors. Megan defines 
and explains Vietnamese terms within the text, which shows 
an awareness of her primarily non-Vietnamese readers. 
She also identifies several issues with the park and added 
possible solutions in her conclusion. 

--Amy Tate

Under increasingly stressful working environment nowadays, parks 
play a more and more important role as fundamental public places to relax 
and recharge. Parks are very popular. For instance, in the United States, they 
can be seen everywhere and easily found just by walking a short distance. 
Vietnam also has many beautiful parks. Unfortunately, most of these parks 
are located in the cities. Many people living in the countryside hardly ever 
have visited a park in their lifetimes. Luckily, Lac Hong Park or Lac Hong 
Flower Garden in My Tho City of Tien Giang Province is next to a fairly 
large rural area. This is a great advantage for those rural residents because 
getting there is easy and convenient. Lac Hong Park is also known for the 
beautiful scenery on the banks of the Tien River, a branch of the Mekong 
River. Therefore, Lac Hong Park is not only an ideal park for My Tho 
residents but also functions as a special place for rural communities nearby. 

Lac Hong Park attracts a lot of people on normal days. Since it is 
located on the beautiful windswept riverside, many locals choose this place 
as their most favorite exercise spot. They also like to walk along the riverside 
path. The park benches, which face toward the Tien River and where people 
feel comfortable to mingle and form bonds, are usually packed in the 
morning and evening. Visitors can sightsee and enjoy the fresh air, while 
keeping an eye on their children playing around. Furthermore, there are a 
lot of roadside eateries in Lac Hong Park serving grilled dishes, fried corn 
sticks, fried fish balls with chili sauce, and other tasty Vietnamese food. The 
delicious smell of cooked food attracts people in Lac Hong Park to eat. The 
park is also a favorite meeting and dating place for rural residents close by 
My Tho City.

Lac Hong Park 
in Vietnam 

Esssay by 

HOI (MEGAN) 
TRAN

Essay
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Lac Hong Park is also a wonderful destination during Tet thanks to the 
Lac Hong Spring Flower Market. In Vietnam, Tet, or Lunar New Year, is the 
most important holiday, when all members of families return to their home 
to celebrate the ending of the previous year and welcome the coming new 
year. At the end of the December lunar month, which is usually in January 
or February, there is a high demand for flowers for decorating houses. The 
Spring Flower Market in Lac Hong Park meets this need. Besides buying 
flowers, visitors can also see a variety of beautiful flowers and bonsai trees. 
In addition, Lac Hong Park becomes more colorful and attractive with 
the Ao Dai and Ao Ba Ba, traditional Vietnamese costumes. Sometimes, 
foreign tourists express their love for those costumes and want to take some 
pictures. Finally, during Tet, Lac Hong Park becomes a hybrid place, so 
people who come to exercise can enjoy the Tet atmosphere.

On the other end of the spectrum, some problems need to be solved 
to make Lac Hong Park more appealing. The main part of Lac Hong 
Park is located along a busy road. There is a sense of insecurity because of 
the traffic in rush hour, especially for rural children who are not used to 
crowded roads. In addition, a lot of diners in roadside eateries have a habit 
of littering right under the dining table. Despite being cleaned regularly, 
there is still trash sometimes. Some people even throw the garbage into the 
river after finishing their takeaway foods. Furthermore, there is no public 
restroom in Lac Hong Park.

It is essential to solve those problems as soon as possible. Lac Hong 
Park needs outside road barriers to ensure safety. Penalties are also needed to 
prevent littering, and the park and roadside eateries should place more trash 
cans. Public restrooms also need to be built in Lac Hong Park. With those 
solutions, this wonderful place will become more attractive not only to the 
local residents but also to the neighboring rural communities. Lac Hong 
Park would play a more and more important role in their lives to help them 
relax and recharge.
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ESOL 0310: Integrted Reading And Writing
In this assignment, students were asked to not just describe 
a local attraction, but to analyze its appeal and make 
suggestions for improvement. Teresa skillfully included 
historical and descriptive information in her essay, along 
with commentary on why visitors enjoy this public place. 
She incorporated source material carefully and showed her 
developing mastery of the English language.

–Amy Tate

The Mercer 
Arboretum 
and Botanic 
Gardens: 
A Natural 
Paradise 

Essay by 

MARIA TERESA 
VENCES PRADO

Many people can connect with the wonders of the environment 
and become nature lovers. This was the case of Thelma and Charles Mercer, 
a couple who, in the late 1940s, bought a house surrounded by native trees 
in an area of   14.5 acres near Cypress Creek in Humble, Texas. They created 
a beautiful garden with a lot of love and effort. Years later, in 1973, upon 
retirement, the couple had to sell the house to Harris County. This purchase 
was at Thelma’s request through a letter to the county saying, “The idea of   
bulldozers coming here and destroying the work of nature that we had tried 
to preserve and learn about and learn to love and enjoy is hard to accept.’’ 
The conditions of the couple were clear: preserve and extend that natural 
reserve for public access (“Mercer Botanic Gardens”). Today that legacy is 
called The Mercer Arboretum and Botanic Gardens. This free appealing 
site is visited every year by 350,000 people (“Mercer Botanic Gardens in 
Full Bloom”). This natural paradise is divided by Aldine Westfield Road 
into two sides: west (arboretum) and east (botanical gardens). The Mercer 
Arboretum and Botanic Gardens is a pleasing nature reserve where visitors 
communicate with nature in an atmosphere of peace, harmony, and 
magnificence.
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The botanic gardens on the east side display a living museum of 
beautiful plants where people connect with nature peacefully. The 
biodiversity that exists in this place ensures the natural sustainability of life 
(Peterson). The colorful plant life of exotic species of flowers like camellias, 
gingko, bauhinia, camphor, tung oil, and philadelphus attract the attention 
of many visitors who love nature (“Mercer Arboretum and Botanic 
Gardens”). Also, many photographers visit this place to do photoshoots for 
different events (e.g. birthdays, baptisms, weddings, and graduations) due 
to the perfect background that this nature reserve has. While the people 
walk and observe plant life, some animals pop up: squirrels, hummingbirds, 
Monarch butterflies, and lizards. In addition, there is a courtyard plaza 
and a library where people can read a good book or mingle in pleasant 
conversation while feeling the wind. Mercer Botanic Garden has become 
a great peaceful place to rest and interact with nature next to the Cypress 
Creek, ponds, and fountains.

On the west side of the road, the arboretum has many miles of 
preserved forest with beautiful trails and a spectacular view to walk and 
enjoy the environment. There are two fun playgrounds with a large picnic 
area equipped with barbecue pavilions (“Mercer Botanic Gardens”). Thus, 
families can enjoy a meal with loved ones in a wooded setting surrounded 
by large trees, birds, and deer. Also, people can exercise by walking on 
pleasant trails next to swamps, and native trees, including a group of 
maples. Unlike the east side, the west side is pet friendly. For this reason, the 
Arboretum is a more attractive place for people who want to walk with pets 
harmoniously.

Essay
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The Mercer Society (TMS), a non-profit organization, has the mission 
of supporting and implementing activities to preserve these nature reserves. 
This society is responsible the fundraising, horticultural propagation, 
education programs, plant collections, and plant sales, so TMS is an 
essential partner in this green oasis. Harris County Precinct 4 also provides 
funds for the maintenance and development of the Mercer Botanical 
Gardens. Sadly, this majestic nature reserve has been damaged many times 
by natural disasters like Hurricane Harvey that flooded the entire area. Both 
sides took many months to reopen because the donations and volunteers’ 
contributions in these situations were not enough (“Mercer Botanic 
Gardens in Full Bloom”). TMS should consider placing a donation box on 
both sides to collect a monetary donation from visitors, thereby increasing 
funds to help keep this paradise rebuilt after natural disasters. In this way, 
the community could contribute to the maintenance of this magnificent 
place.

The Mercer Arboretum and Botanic Gardens are recognized nationally. 
The biodiversity that exists in this place is fascinating. Both sides are perfect 
places to walk and have a pleasant conversation with loved ones or connect 
with nature. Visitors can encounter an approachable, natural atmosphere 
every day. Unfortunately, this beautiful place has been affected many times 
by natural disasters, and financial assistance from the community is not 
enough to restore this appealing place. Nevertheless, this beautiful and 
harmonious legacy of plant preservation has become a natural paradise 
where visitors enrich their lives by communicating with the environment’s 
splendor and tranquility.
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GOVT 2306: Texas Government
For more than 200 years the Electoral College that elects 
the U.S. President has generated both controversy and 
criticism. Two recent elections, in 2000 and 2016, are 
classified as “wrong winner” because the candidate that 
received fewer popular votes won the election. In 1969, 
the U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill that would 
replace the electoral college with the popular, but the bill 
was filibustered in the U.S. Senate. Since then political 
observers have argued to replace the electoral college 
while the institution still has its supporters, mostly in the 
Republican Party. Muleya Sialubala’s paper examines how 
the electoral college works and in the case of a “contingent 
election” how it selects the president if there is a deadlock. 
She then examines the arguments to replace the institution as 
well as to keep it in place.

--Gary Brown

Electoral 
College

Essay by

MULEYA 
SIALUBALA

Electoral College
A lthough plagued by the slogan “Get Out and Vote!” electing 

the President is a long, tedious, and often annoying process. While the 
American people vote for the candidate that they want, known as the 
“Popular vote,” often that is not the candidate who wins. A candidate that 
wins the popular vote but loses in the electoral college is known as a wrong 
winner. Now how can this be? Well, there is a thing called the Electoral 
College. In the original Constitution, the electoral college picked the 
President and the candidate who finished second became Vice-President. 
However, in 1804, the 12th Amendment was ratified in consequence to 
John Adams and his Federalist Party being run out of their Presidential 
power with Thomas Jefferson and Burr winning. Consequently, the electoral 
college is now in the hands of the states instead of Congress. It being the 
states newfound responsibility to select faithless electors, these individuals 
were not constricted to a party, so they voted for whoever they wanted to see 
in office.

This is where the American people come in as we, or they, vote to 
commit electors to cast their votes for either presidential candidate. Texas 
has thirty-eight electoral college votes in a presidential election. As one of 

Opinion Essay
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the big “kahuna” states, if Texas got together with California, and their 
fifty-five electoral college votes, it would comprise of 34% of the 270 votes 
needed to become the next President of the United States. Texas’ thirty-eight 
votes are equivalent to Texas’ thirty-six members of the House and its two 
senators. The same equation applies to every other state. These 270 votes are 
out of 538 elector votes, and as per the 12th Amendment, the President and 
Vice-President are required to have half of the 538 votes plus one. So, it’s 
really 269 + 1 that equal the 270 votes needed. 

How does this process work? On the 14th of December, thirty-eight 
Republican electors, as Texas is a Red state, that were previously chosen 
in the summer state convention, go to Austin to cast their one electoral 
vote for the Republican Presidential Candidate and another for the Vice-
Presidential running mate. If Texas were to ever become a Blue state, then 
the same process will apply to the Democratic party. Once completed, all 
fifty states and the District of Columbia send their electoral college ballots 
to the U.S. Senate’s presiding officer, who is the current VP of whatever 
presidential office is in power at the time. The votes are tallied and on 
November 3rd, the President-elect is announced. On January 6th of the 
following year, Congress affirms the results of the election and on January 
20th, the Presidential elect takes oath to be sworn into office, and their VP 
follows suit. 

If this process does not function flawlessly, there is always a back-up 
plan in place. This plan is known as a contingent election, and it happens 
when another candidate of an independent party (meaning that they are 
not a Democrat or Republican) decides to run along to the two main 
parties for President. If acquiring, let’s say, thirty-six of the electoral votes, 
then we do not have a president as neither of the majority parties were 
able to acquire 270 votes. So, there will not be a president – temporarily. 
The contingent election will make it so that the House of Representatives 
decides on the President while the Senate chooses the Vice-President. Each 
state gets one vote, while in the House’s voting system, and that vote must 
be unanimous within the state, meaning that since Texas has 23 Republican 
House members and 13 Democratic ones, then the vote will go to Texas as 
majority rules. In the Senate voting system, all 100 senators get one vote to 
cast for the Vice President. With this process it could end up that one party 
holds office or there could be a Democratic President with a Republican 
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Vice-President or vice versa. Thus, may the best candidate win!
The electoral college is not a great system as it often does not accurately 

represent what the majority of people want, and the only thing that it’s 
truly good for in my eyes is that it gives smaller states a voice, or a say in 
the election. Because without their voices, the bigger states would take 
control of the whole election without consideration to any of the smaller 
states’ viewpoints. People are often inherently selfish. Outside of that aspect, 
the electoral college should be replaced with something that represents the 
people more. However, this is not only reflective of the electoral college 
but on the election process – as a whole. There should be more criteria in 
place for who can be picked to represent each party, let alone run in the 
election. There are few reasons why individuals without political experience 
are qualified to run for president, especially those whose main selling points 
are nonsensical, often racist, views that do not align with any aspect of the 
political party’s policies. They should have a political background and know 
what they are talking about to even be considered in the party they are 
representing. It is unconstitutional to make a mockery of the United States, 
and when foreign relations are on the rocks, it is even worse. No person 
should be threatening wars in their first few days in their Twitter talking 
points. 

The fact that the electoral college votes could turn towards the wrong 
winner causing national unrest is unsettling to watch. So, I think a system 
like the Congressional District method might work better. It does not have 
to be a hundred percent the same concept, but there could be little tweaks 
here and there to fit the process better. As the winner-take-all strategy does 
silence not only the opposing main party but also the independent parties 
that wish to run as well. If this system is not feasible, then I guess we can 
keep the original system, but it needs a major overhaul as we are not in the 
same time period in which this system was created. It needs a more modern 
update that works for the people that vote in it. 
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An Economic 
Analysis 
of Marine 
Plastic Litter: 
Unpacking 
the Plastics 
Industry 

Honors Research Paper 
by 

VICTORIA 
MORENO-GAMA

HONRH 2033: Special Topics In Honors
In her research paper, Victoria provides a cost-benefits 
analysis of plastics use, production, consumption patterns, 
and waste-management on a global scale. Questions 
addressed include: what economic and humanitarian factors 
have skyrocketed plastic production and consumption? 
Why has plastic pollution outnumbered other types of 
marine pollution? How can waste-management systems be 
improved to bring down costs and reduce the environmental 
impact of harmful plastic materials such as single-use plastic? 
To answer these questions, Victoria’s research draws on 
primary sources from the United Nations, international 
reports, and research databases, and her overall analysis 
makes this an excellent example of the caliber of research 
undertaken by our students who choose to participate in the 
Honors College

--David Kennedy

Cost-Benefits Analysis of Plastics Use, Production, Consumption 
Patterns, and Waste-Management on a Global Scale

Abstract
Plastics dramatically improve the lives of world citizens and contribute 

to global economic expansion while also posing serious environmental 
threats through marine pollution. According to the United Nations 
Environment Assembly, an estimated eight million tons of plastic waste 
enters the ocean each year. This research paper analyzes marine plastic 
pollution through an economic lens by looking at the cost-benefits of 
plastic use, production, consumption patterns, and waste-management of 
plastic on a global scale. Key questions that will be investigated are: what 
economic and humanitarian factors have skyrocketed plastic production and 
consumption in the last decades? Why has plastic pollution outnumbered 
other types of marine pollution in such a short amount of time? How can 
waste-management systems be improved to bring down costs and reduce 
the environmental impact of harmful plastic materials such as single-
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use plastic? To answer these questions, the research will rely on the use 
of primary sources from the United Nations, international reports, and 
research databases. This analysis reveals how uncovering the answers to these 
questions may hopefully move humanity towards a more prosperous, safe, 
and environmentally sustainable future. 

Introduction
Plastic products, being notably versatile and boasting a wide range 

of applications, have amazed the world with their revolutionary benefits. 
Although plastics are a significant part of a growing economic sector, 
we have witnessed devastating environmental effects as a result of their 
widespread use. Compiling and analyzing the current literature surrounding 
plastics will be necessary to critically analyze the economic impacts of plastic 
pollution. According to the United Nations Environment Assembly, an 
estimated eight million tons of plastic waste enters the oceans each year. 
This pressing global concern is discussed everywhere from elementary 
school classrooms to national governments and United Nations assemblies. 
Marine plastic pollution has become an unfortunate reality that stems from 
increasingly normalized patterns of plastic consumption and production. 
Although plastic waste has been recognized as a serious pollutant to the 
oceans, global markets continue to grow because of the legitimate benefits 
associated with this unique product. 

This research seeks to identify the underlying challenges faced in 
reducing global plastics pollution and provide substantive answers to best 

Honors Research Paper
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tackle the growing challenges posed by plastics production, consumption 
patterns, use and disposal through a cost-benefit analysis of plastic use 
today, and assessment of the feasibility and practicality found in current 
waste-management solutions. Key questions addressed within the research 
include: what economic and humanitarian factors have skyrocketed plastic 
production and consumption in the last decades? Why has plastic pollution 
outnumbered other types of marine pollution in such a short amount of 
time? How can waste-management systems be improved to bring down 
costs and reduce the environmental impact of harmful plastic materials like 
single-use plastic? This analysis reveals how uncovering the answers to these 
questions may hopefully move humanity towards a more prosperous, safe, 
and environmentally sustainable future.

Literature Review of the Plastics Industry and Plastic Waste
The academic literature pertaining to plastics provides a number of 

common themes. However, the two dominant themes of benefits and 
consequences from the plastics industry often speak in opposition to 
one another or fail to take the other perspective into account. Only by 
considering both sides of the plastics debate can one devise legitimate 
environmental and economic solutions. Major producers and economic 
investors in the plastics industry focus largely on the benefits plastics have 
in the short-run, while environmental groups avoid discussing benefits and 
highlight the detrimental impact plastics have in the long-run. The most 
relevant articles and journals attempt to review both sides of the issue. This 
research will review both sides as well, but will direct more critical analysis 
to the economics of the debate, which is better suited for the nature of this 
paper. 

Due to the extensive benefits plastics provide, the economic stance will 
highlight their usefulness and prominence. Anthony Andrady and Mike 
Neal examine the benefits of plastics in their publication “Application and 
Societal Benefits of Plastics,” by analyzing the current effectiveness of plastic 
as a product and looking at future research initiatives. Plastics have been a 
catalyst for food packaging, reduced transportation costs and energy saving 
initiatives (3). Currently, plastics are being used to aid the development 
of renewable energy resources, including the fundamental materials of 
hydrogen and carbon, to create new materials like carbon nanotubes. 
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In fact, carbon nanotubes and upcycled electricity wires using plastic 
compounds counters the overheating issues caused by long-range metal 
cables (Poischbeg). This would mean renewable energy power stations using 
wind or solar energy would be able to reach greater distances without worry 
of overheating. Plastic technologies and advances continue to improve lives 
and further exploration is a key interest in the research community. 

Disposable plastics are a prominent economic option in today’s society. 
For instance, not only have plastic utensils been used in restaurants and at 
home to cut labor costs and energy required to clean traditional silverware, 
but they have also cut down on the spread of diseases in the food industry, 
an economic and humanitarian interest (“The Purpose”). Furthermore, the 
study elaborates the value of resource efficiency, for instance, lightweight 
packaging can lower the weight of transport, reduce carbon emissions, lower 
required energy, and improve many safety measures, namely in airbags and 
hazard suits (Plastics Europe 6). Although Plastics Europe as an organization 
releases annual reports with general facts and figures of the previous year, 
they occasionally release in-depth analytical reports that are based around 
the data they compile annually, which is being referenced here. Plastic 
packaging is also proven to extend the shelf life of food and beverages. 
Through sealants and insulation, plastic products make homes significantly 
more energy efficient (Consumer Benefits). Plastics have improved human 
life in almost every way imaginable, shaping the way of the modern world 
through their innovation. 

Academic discussion indicates that global economies and employment 
rates thrive in the plastics industry, showing no signs of slowing down. 
Plastics have certainly improved humanity and societal needs, but there 
are also clear economic advantages to plastic production. According to the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the U.S. plastics industry employs more 
than 700,000 people and the industry is expected to experience higher 
employment rates. About 186 billion USD has been invested in the plastics 
industry since 2010, making production increase rapidly in the past decade. 
Due to the strong societal and economic impact of plastics in today’s global 
economy, any move to decrease plastic use will face serious challenges and 
possible job loss. 

Despite the advantages associated with the use of plastics, a significant 
body of literature has focused on plastics costs, emphasizing several key areas 
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to categorize cost. Economic loss to government entities include estimates 
that the 21 countries in the Asia-Pacific rim are experiencing 1.26 billion 
USD in damages to control the marine pollution problem (McIlgorm et. 
al.) This type of cost is substantial because it directly affects the economies 
of many nations over a large geographical region. Economic costs are 
further separated into subcategories, which include expenditures and loss 
of output (Bergmann 14.2). Both of these subcategories deal with the 
unavoidable environmental impact that will later reflect through economic 
costs. This concept occurs anytime plastic debris has a negative impact 
on the environment and financial resources are then necessary to address 
the issue. The first subcategory of expenditures includes beach cleanup, 
damage to fishing gear, and plastics-related health issues. The second 
subcategory, loss of output, relates to a disruption in major industries, such 
as agriculture, aquaculture, fisheries, commercial shipping, recreational 
boating, coastal tourism, etc. Consequential environmental impacts caused 
by plastic pollution become significant when compared with the benefits 
mentioned by earlier studies. One of the strongest themes that results from 
the overview of the literature, in terms of the cost-benefits of plastic use, is 
the act of choosing the short-term benefits regardless of the long-term costs. 
Negative long-term impacts outweigh the short-term benefits because the 
benefits simply delay economic costs, they do not erase them. Eventually, 
governments and corporations are paying a convenience fee they may have 
never imagined for choosing unsustainable forms of plastic. As time passes, 
this will become more evident as environmental effects become irreversible, 
and greater economic costs become inevitable. 

Plastic production, in the past several decades, has also naturally 
narrowed down to a certain type of plastic, thanks to technological 
advances. Plastic production has revealed a most notable shift seen in recent 
years in the change from durable, long-term plastic products to single-use 
plastics (Geyer et. al.). Research for new applications of plastic polymers 
reveals preferred lightweight options, as seen in single-use plastics. Single-
use plastics are easily the most preferred method of packaging due to their 
low cost and easy disposal. Roland Geyer’s research of single-use plastics is 
complemented by the use of plastic packaging as explored by the Plastics 
Europe report. The analytical report covers information beyond statistics 
by investigating the chemical composition, benefits to plastic use, research 
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initiatives, sustainability, and trends in recycling and energy recovery. The 
complexity of plastic is evident and the source adequately addresses all sides 
of the topic. Further, the United Nations Environment Programme released 
Single-Use Plastics: a Roadmap for Sustainability, a report specifically 
discussing single-use plastics and methods to improve sustainability. This 
report indicates that the global shift to single-use plastics has become a 
significant part of our world. Single-use materials are largely produced by 
non-renewable resources, including fossil hydrocarbons, which points to 
their unsustainability in the status quo. Although the varying sources are 
independent of each other, they collectively explain the significance of the 
shift in plastic production. The experts all observe the production growth of 
single-use plastics, causing demand for them in the packaging sector due to 
overall efficiency and convenience. Current production patterns of plastic 
are showcased in reports and statistical figures, which explain why single-
use plastics are so well established in the modern world’s economy. They 
are cheaper to produce and more convenient for communities to consume, 
thereby functioning as a miracle product.

Plastics have completely changed the global market and have high 
production rates due to their efficiency. Over the last 50 years, plastics 
have become a staple commodity that has reached all countries, whether 
developed or undeveloped. Beginning with a focus on production patterns, 
the World Bank’s most recent data from 2018 demonstrates that the United 
States is the top exporter of plastics in the world, annually exporting around 
100 million USD worth of plastic. China is a close second, as they export 
89 million USD worth of the material. China is the top global producer 
of plastic, with an annual figure of around 60 million tonnes (Ritchie and 
Roser). Although they produce the most plastic, China does not export as 
much as the United States because its population consumes a large portion 
of their production domestically. These two key economies are making 
the greatest impact in plastic production, with European powerhouses, 
Germany and France, following closely behind. An important commonality 
between the key world producers of plastic is that they all have well-
established economies and are more likely to be developed countries.

Plastic consumption directly relates to the patterns of waste because 
countries that consume plastic unsustainably have been noted to generate 
the most waste. For instance, the largest sector of the plastics industry is 
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packaging, which conveniently offers the greatest potential for identification 
and solutions (“Single-Use” 2). China is currently the largest contributor 
to global plastic waste and Asia contributes about 23 percent of plastic 
waste related to single-use packaging materials. Interestingly enough, the 
US is the largest contributor to plastic waste on a per capita basis. This 
indicates that American citizens are consuming plastic and creating waste 
at a higher rate than the average Chinese citizen. Plastic consumption 
is managed differently around the world, with developed countries, like 
the US, having higher individual responsibility compared to developing 
countries, like China. Underdeveloped nations in the Eastern Hemisphere, 
and specifically the Asian region, largely contribute to plastic waste on the 
whole, but their average citizens do not contribute as much as average U.S. 
citizens. Underdeveloped populations, having the greatest need to consume 
convenient plastic technologies through their governments and private 
sector, encounter greater overall percentages of plastic waste. 

This signifies that the culture in developed nations reflect greater 
individual responsibility and dependency on plastics, even though these 
populations are more financially stable. On the contrary, underdeveloped 
nations have higher numbers for total waste produced, but less individual 
dependency, even though their populations could stand to benefit from 
cheap, quick solutions in their daily lives.

Consumption patterns in the plastics industry speak to the widespread 
use plastics have in the lives of global citizens. Nearly half of all the plastic 
waste generated globally in 2015 was categorized as single-use according to 
Single-Use Plastics: a Roadmap for Sustainability. 

While plastics have drastically improved valued industries, including 
industrial machinery, technology, transportation, etc., these applications 
generally do not involve single-use plastics, but rather durable forms of 
plastic that are long-lasting. Despite this, the unsustainable single-use 
material continues to be the highest type of waste produced. Single-use 
waste disproportionately exceeds other forms of plastic waste, such as those 
from the powerful industries mentioned, on a per capita basis. The majority 
of disposable plastic waste found includes carry bags, plastic drinking 
bottles, plastic bottle caps, food wrappers, and related items (Sharma). 
This validates that plastic is being used for convenience rather than the 
revolutionary applications we frequently associate it with. Therefore, 
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problem-solving efforts should be dedicated to single-use plastics in 
particular and related materials that result in the highest rates of waste. 
Single-use plastic material is the least recycled, yet it has the greatest need 
for sustainable disposal methods. 

Although plastics have directly benefited society, ineffective waste-
management results in environmental costs that lead to significant economic 
costs. Most plastics are produced and exported from strong economies 
and developed nations; however, underdeveloped countries are often left 
to deal with plastic waste. Low-to-middle-income countries, such as those 
in Sub-Saharan African and South Asia, will find that 80-90 percent of 
their plastic waste is inadequately disposed of (Ritchie and Roser). More 
developed regions, in particular, the U.S. and Europe, have established 
waste-management infrastructure including secured, closed landfills. 
Mismanaged plastic waste from underdeveloped nations is most likely to 
end up in rivers or wastewater which then filter into oceans (Plastics Europe 
12). This globally significant issue stems from the growing plastic economy. 
Plastics have end-of-life patterns that are generally more highlighted than 
production and consumption patterns when assessing economic effects. This 
is demonstrated through awareness initiatives and the heavy marketing of 
individual efforts to “reduce, reuse, and recycle.” The reality of the matter is 
that less than nine percent of all plastics ever produced have been recycled, 
and single-use plastics are currently not practical items to be recycled due to 
their chemical composition and initial end-of-life purpose. Recycling may 
be a popular buzzword that attempts to motivate environmentally friendly 
initiatives, but Jefferson Hopewell et. al. investigate the economic feasibility 
of recycling plastic products, specifically the ones seen in the current market. 
Plastic packaging, being one of the most widespread applications of single-
use plastics according to Plastics Europe’s analytical report, are a result of a 
combination of polymers that create the thin material that is heavily used in 
the market. 

Hopewell’s research indicates that recycling is more economically 
attainable when the materials intended to be recycled are made from a 
single polymer rather than many, which is simply not the case in many of 
the plastics that are commonly used, a large percentage of which consist of 
single-use plastics. Recycling for disposable plastics is “although technically 
possible - often financially unviable” (“Single-Use” 15). They use styrofoam 
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as an example of a material that cannot be recycled locally but must be 
shipped to a centralized plant. To ship and coordinate such a vast amount 
of unique materials in categories of single-use plastics is an overwhelming 
task. This indicates that although recycling is arbitrarily referenced as a 
waste-management solution, it is certainly not the most economically or 
logistically achievable. 

Waste-management systems have not been able to keep up with the rate 
of plastic production, therefore resulting in further environmental damage 
and misuse of resources (Plastics Europe 11). Improved waste-management 
techniques can have tremendous value on the Asia-Pacific region, an area 
that experiences vast mismanagement of plastic waste (McIlgorm et. al.). 
Once plastic has reached maximum usage, which in many cases is one 
use, it is often discarded through ocean leakage with a quarter of collected 
waste leaking into the oceans due to ineffective waste-management (Plastics 
Europe 7). This signifies the added difficulty current waste-management 
systems have to control plastic waste. As production and consumption of 
plastic rises, specifically in urban cities, more plastic waste continues to end 
up in the oceans (Hoornweg and Perinaz). Coastal regions, such as those 
found in many Asian countries, have a higher chance of polluting the oceans 
due to their close proximity to shores, and lack of adequate infrastructure. 
Production and consumption patterns connect to waste-management 
techniques because of the grave disparity between their evolution in the past 
few decades. The world is favoring the newest applications of plastic without 
allocating the appropriate time and resources to develop necessary waste-
management infrastructure to equate with the expanding plastics industry. 

http://LSCMontgomeryCAC.com/2021/Victoria-Morena-Gama
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DAAC 1309: Assessment Of Substance-
Related And Addictive Disorders
Many individuals suffered disruption and hardship 
attributed to the Covid-19 pandemic. Issues such as social 
isolation, chronic loneliness, increased anxiety, and lack of 
wellbeing, served as reminders that self-care was essential. 
Others faced even greater hardships that included loss of 
loved ones, compromised health, and a sense that life had 
permanently been altered. Human Services student William 
Allcorn provides a case study about a fictional client who 
sought counseling due to Covid-19-related health concerns. 
He uses a specific form of documentation, a social 
history, during the first session to collect, organize, and 
professionally document information, in a specific format. 

--Cynthia Trumbo

Brief Social 
History for 
Ron Walter 

Case Study by 

WILLIAM 
ALLCORN

Client: Ron Walter

Presenting Problem:
Ron sought counseling regarding his lack of motivation to lose 

weight. Ron explained that he had been able to maintain a balanced diet, 
however he still had gained weight. He stated he had gained weight over the 
last year mainly due to lack of exercise. Ron said that “since the world shut 
down last year for covid I have lost interest in an exercise program”. Since 
that time, he had gained a significate amount of weight and is concerned 
about that fact. He reported that even though he had concerns about his 
weight he had been unmotivated to do anything about it. 

Background:  
Ron, a fifty-four-year-old male, saw his primary care doctor, the first 

in-person visit since the covid lockdown. He said, “I didn’t realize just 
how much weight I had gained until the doctor pointed it out to me”. 
Ron stated, “I have not experienced any health issues personally, but I am 
concerned about the future, I’m not getting any younger”.

His main concern is a family history of heart disease and high blood 
pressure. He recognized that being overweight, and his lack of exercise 
greatly increased his chances of personally experiencing those same health 
problems. Ron detailed that his father’s side of the family were in his words 
“big people” and several of them had heart problems in the past. His father 

Case Study
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had five bypasses about twenty years ago and died in 2019 from a stroke. 
His mother, eighty-four, currently has high blood pressure and had a 
pacemaker put in over fifteen years ago. He noted that his mother’s side of 
the family also had a history of heart conditions, her brother passed away 
from a heart attack at forty-three years old. The client stated that he “does 
not want to end up like the rest of the family, yet that isn’t always enough 
motivation”. “Sometimes, I’m just to tired and worn out to go for a walk”, 
he says. 

Ron works as a live-in caregiver for his elderly in-laws. He also disclosed 
that he is a recovering alcoholic with two and a half years sobriety, attends 
an AA meeting every morning at 6:30 am. He volunteers at a halfway house 
on Tuesday nights. He is also a full-time student at Lone Star College, 
taking twelve credit hours this semester. Ron stated, “Having enough time 
to exercise is a big issue for me”. 

Impressions:
Ron is a bright, articulate and very likeable man. He is quick-witted 

and very funny. He appears to have a very happy life as evidenced by his 
eagerness to talk about his wife and their upcoming vacation. The client 
inferred that his lack of motivation is related to poor time management. He 
seemed be truly concerned about his family health history and what he can 
to prevent health issues in the future. 

Recommendations: 
Ron sought counseling for assistance with time management and 

lack of motivation regarding an exercise program. After a quick review of 
his schedule, it is clear that he is very busy with work, school, and other 
activities. Ron agreed that he would begin to track all activities and free 
time on a calendar for one week. He further agreed that after tracking for 
one week, he would return to review the calendar together in order to find 
patterns of unproductive time that could be used to reach his goal of a 
healthier lifestyle.

 Ron admitted that he isn’t always motivated. He expressed how seeing 
family members suffer from heart disease is a reason he feels he must 
exercise. Ron committed to make a list of family members that have had 
heart related health problems and to write down the names of each on 
Post it Notes and display them somewhere they will be seen several times 
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throughout the day. The notes will serve as a reminder of the loved ones 
he has lost due to heart disease and provide motivation for him to remain 
physically fit. It was agreed that Ron return in one week to review calendar 
and progress towards exercise goals.

Case Study
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RNSG 2362: Clinical Nursing 4
An integral part of the final semester of nursing school, 
student nurses must spend at least a day with a nurse leader 
in the hospital. Before their experience they must research 
different styles of nursing leadership. Marcie worked with a 
charge nurse on a medical surgical unit and was surprised 
to learn that the leader not only had to be ‘in charge’ on 
the unit but also take a full load of patients. In her paper, 
Marcie discusses the many hats a nurse leader must wear. 

--Pat Schwartz, RN

Nursing 
Leadership 

Essay by 

MARCELA 
ZEPEDA

Nursing Leadership
W.C.H Prentice defined leadership as “the accomplishment of a 

goal through the direction of human assistants. The man who successfully 
marshals his human collaborators to achieve particular ends is a leader.” In 
other words, working together to achieve a common desired outcome. In 
healthcare, the common goal is patient care and safety, as well as the safety 
and well-being of the providers themselves. 

There are many styles of leadership, while five appear to be more 
common: Servant, Transformational, Democratic, Authoritarian/Autocratic 
and Laissez-faire. A leader may display one or many of these styles on any 
given day. A servant is a leader who influences and motivates by building 
relationships with their individual team members. They value the input of 
their team members and in turn, the causes those members to feel valued 
and heard. Transformational is similar to the fore mentioned servant style. 
In transformational, the nurse leader also forms relationships with their 
team and are masters of encouragement. Democratic leaders also encourage 
open communication. These leaders value quality as a whole and focus on 
the improvement of the system as opposed to the mistakes of an individual. 
Authoritarian/Autocratic leadership is when the leader makes all the 
decisions without input from the staff. Rules are enforced using negative 
reinforcement or punishment and information is often withheld from the 
rest of the team in order to hold onto power. This style of leadership has its 
benefits in certain situations such as emergencies, but it does not promote 
trust or teamwork. Lastly, laissez-faire leadership is the opposite of the 
authoritarian style previously mentioned. In laissez-faire, the leaders provide 
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little to no direction and prefers and more “hands-off” approach.
In my experience, the nurse leader that I have the opportunity to 

witness, displayed a combination of these styles depending on the situation 
and what was needed of her at the time. Due to staffing shortages, 
the charge nurse also takes on patients. On this particular day, we had 
three patients. Our day began like any other, with patient report from 

the night-shift nurse. She also took note of any patients that had issues 
or were difficult during the night. After our patient introductions, we 
rounded the unit, making a point to stop and talk to any staff members 
along the way as well as check in on those particular patients that were 
noted as “difficult” that night. Rounding consisted of tackling any and 
all issues that needed to be done. She tackled customer service issues, 
took input from nurses, suggestions on who would be best suited to take 
a student nurse and encouragement to those who had already done so. 
She also managed technical issues such as faulty equipment. Today this 
consisted of a faulty wound-vac, and we journeyed to other units in search 
of a solution. This cycle continued throughout the day. Patient care, 
rounding, troubleshooting, repeat. I was awestricken and impressed with 
her abilities. With 30+ years of nursing and leadership under her belt, she 
was experienced and no nonsense when needed and yet open and friendly 
enough to be seen as approachable to those around her. There were several 
times that someone from her team would approach her for guidance or 
help. From placing IVs to staff conflicts, she was there to handle it all. 
She even taught physicians, although I don’t suspect that they themselves 
even realized. I watched as a resident gave her medication orders that may 
have been contraindicated with the patient’s co-morbidities. However, 
she never said, “No, that’s not right.” Instead she would simply plant tiny 
seeds of information and allow this resident to come to the realization for 
themselves.

Essay
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If I had to choose a leadership style, I would say that my charge nurse 
displayed a combination of servant and transformational, but mostly 
democratic leadership. She displayed servant and transformational when 
taking on her own patients. She led by example and showed that she was 
part of the team. She displayed both transformational and democratic when 
it came to her staff taking on nursing students. She was open to suggestions 
and when it came down to it, encouraged her staff as well with phrases like, 
“You’re going to be a great example. I know you can do it. That student is 
lucky to have you!” Democratic leaders are known for open communication, 
which was evident by her team’s non reluctance to approach and discuss 
things with her. I did not witness her display authoritarian or laissez-faire 
styles. Although, I do not suspect that she would use the latter, I am sure 
that there are situations that would justify use of the authoritarian. For 
example, during a code blue, or in a situation when deviation from the rules 
would result in patient harm and would not be tolerated.

 A nursing leader leads by example. They have the ability to drive 
a team’s motivation, performance, and job satisfaction in either a negative 
or positive direction. It is important to remember the end goal and keep 
in mind as a leader, that it may be necessary to implement a variety or 
combination of leadership styles in order to achieve that goal.
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Link to Combined Research Paper and Teaching Project: (with images):

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploa
ds/1613202/23616839/805179420/23616839_teaching_proj-

ect-9524468.pdf

Link to Video Presentation “Teaching Project” on YouTube:
 

https://youtu.be/ffCyu4dGHrU

RNSG 2362: Clinical Nursing 4
During the final semester of the associate degree nursing 
program, all students must complete a teaching project on 
a topic of their choice. Harleigh saw the need for proper 
nutrition education for pregnant women, especially first-time 
mothers. Her research paper demonstrates the need for 
pregnant woman to monitor the nutritional components of 
her diet dispelling the old wives’ tale that pregnant women 
are ‘eating for two’. 

--Pat Schwartz, RN

Research 
Paper/
Teaching 
Project 

Research Paper/
Teaching Project by

HARLEIGH 
HALLMARK
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PHIL 1301: Introduction To Philosophy
In this Applied Ethics essay, Emily Brown provides a well-
structured analysis for a general readership of the moral 
dilemmas presented to healthcare practitioners by the 
need for triaging Covid-19 patients in the face of limited 
medical resources. She explains the nature of the dilemma 
before outlining how she plans to proceed. She identifies 
core elements of major ethical theories before discussing 
their role in the treatment of patients as well as their impact 
on healthcare practitioners. She focuses her attention on 
the benefits and drawbacks of utilitarianism, but ultimately 
argues that it is the best approach for the process of triage. 
This essay is an excellent contribution to the heightening 
awareness of ethical issues healthcare practitioners face.

--Britt Michelson

Ethical 
Considerations 
in the 
Treatment 
of Covid-19 
Patients: A 
Utilitarian 
Approach

Essay by

EMILY BROWN

As the Covid-19 pandemic swept through Asia, Europe, and 
eventually the United States, health care workers and the government faced 
limited hospital capacity, too few respiratory ventilators, and insufficient 
proper personal protective equipment. One question people immediately 
asked was how these health care systems would provide care for patients 
under these circumstances. This raises the following question: what is the 
most moral approach in deciding the course of treatment and ultimate fate 
of Covid-19 patients? 

As a future health care worker, I have been following topics related to 
the coronavirus and the treatment of patients very closely. I wanted to know 
the moral reasoning behind why it became an acceptable practice for doctors 
and nurses to take a triage-based approach to the treatment of Covid-19 
positive patients. Doctors, nurses, and other healthcare providers need to 
be aware of implications that may arise when facing these moral dilemmas. 
Although there is no one method that will work for every hospital around 
the world, I will argue that a utilitarian approach to moral decision making 
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is the best way to triage Covid-19 hospital patients because it provides the 
most benefit to humanity. First I will explain the moral dilemma. Then I 
will apply each of the major ethical theories to the dilemma, and discuss the 
positives and negatives of each. Finally, I will explain why utilitarianism is 
the best approach for this situation. 

Moral dilemmas are present in our day-to-day lives, but rarely do they 
have crucial implications for our lives. There really is no right or wrong 
answer to moral dilemmas; the best we can do is to decide which wrong 
choice is less wrong than another. When the Covid-19 pandemic began 
to flood hospitals with sick patients, heath care workers faced the moral 
dilemma of how to provide patients with excellent care, given a limited 
amount of resources. For many hospitals around the world, this meant 
having to triage. In medical triage, access to care is determined by need for 
urgent care, and who is most likely to survive (Baker and Fink). Medical 
professionals say that separating patients based on their immediate need 
for medical care is the easy part of triaging, as compared to making the 
extremely difficult decision of who is going to survive. The New York Times 
reported in late March that most states in the U.S. have guidelines in place 
on who would receive medical care if it came to the point of hospitals 
needing to triage. These guidelines prioritize younger, previously healthy 
patients, without pre-existing conditions, over older and typically less 
healthy patients (Baker and Fink). Essentially, this means that doctors and 
nurses could have to stop caring for patients that may ultimately die, in 
order to care for patients who have a better chance of long-term survival. 

The three main approaches for moral decision making include virtue 
ethics, deontology and utilitarianism. The principle of virtue ethics is that 
virtuous character guides people to the right actions and decisions. Two 
concepts that determine a right action are arete and eudaimonia. Arete 
describes the virtue, happiness and excellence that come from a person 
being focused on what they are skilled at doing. Eudaimonia describes 
the right actions taken to achieve the highest possible state of well-being. 
Deontology is morality based on duty, and moral actions within this 
approach are to be carried out with “good will.” Deontology describes how 
you decide the right action to pursue based on whether everyone would 
do the same thing in the same situation. Additionally, that action must be 
carried out with a sense of duty rather than emotion. Finally, utilitarianism 
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is based on consequentialism, which determines the right action as that 
which is going to have the best long-term outcome for the largest number of 
people (Stich and Donaldson 288). The best possible action is the one that 
produces the most pleasure, and least pain. Additionally, it focuses on the 
“aggregate good” which is the numerical sum of the costs and benefits of a 
specific action (Stich and Donaldson 288).

The Covid-19 pandemic created a moral dilemma for health care 
workers that many never thought they would face in their careers; how do 
we care for Covid-19 positive patients without the necessary amount of 
medical resources to treat these patients? Virtue ethics asks hospital workers 
to determine how they can personally benefit a patient. These providers are 
highly skilled in their medical professions, and therefore do everything in 
their power to save the lives of patients. Their highest condition of well-
being is most likely achieved from caring for patients as long as they are 
alive, and not being forced to stop treatment. Therefore, if hospitals were 
run on the basis of virtue ethics, patients would not be triaged, but cared for 
on a first come, first served basis. This means that many patients who come 
to the hospital initially in better condition, may die before ever receiving 
treatment. On the other hand, patients who are receiving care would know 
that they are getting the best possible care from their providers, and the 
providers would know they are giving their best possible care. Although this 
approach may not be the best overall, we have seen how elements of it can 
be beneficial in this setting. Most hospitals do not allow Covid-19 positive 
patients to have family with them while they receive care, and some die 
without saying goodbye in person. Nurses and doctors have benefitted these 
patients by loaning them their personal electronic devices so the patient can 
video chat or call family and friends. The providers do not have to do this, 
but it provides an immensely positive benefit for patients receiving care. 

A deontological approach allows health care workers to care for as 
many patients as they can, without having to cease patient care, because it 
emphasizes the duty of the provider. According to deontology, health care 
providers should do everything in their power to minimize harm, on an 
impartial basis, which encourages the patient to trust the provider. Based on 
this theory, hospitals would not triage, and would do their best to care for 
patients as they come in. Again, patients may die without having received 
care. “The decision of deontology may be appropriate for an individual 
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but does not necessarily produce a good outcome for the society” (Mandal, 
Ponnambath, and Parija 4). However, hospitals caring for Covid-19 positive 
patients can benefit from using deontological approaches to strengthen the 
health care provider-patient bond based on trust.

A more utilitarian approach would focus on care of society, rather 
than exclusively on individual patient care, using an impartial cost/benefit 
analysis. However, one of the strongest arguments against utilitarianism is 
that it overgeneralizes the entire health care system by only focusing on the 
statistics. Essentially, this pandemic has forced hospitals to generalize the 
rules of our healthcare system in order to create the best statistical outcome. 
Unfortunately, we still do not know what all the costs and factors of the 
illness are. We believe that hospitals do not have enough personal protective 
equipment, ventilators, and staff. We know epidemiologists have not found 
a cure or vaccine for the illness. Health care professionals have to make the 
best decisions possible based on insufficient information. In addition, when 
health care becomes a statistic we lose the duty of care that is deontology, 
and the personal touch from virtue ethics. Fortunately, where a utilitarian 
approach has been used, these draw backs have been compensated for with 
individual care.

Historically, in medical decision making, all three approaches have 
worked hand-in-hand. Deontological approaches ensure that patients trust 
their medical care, while utilitarian approaches ensure a healthy future for 
our society as a whole. Additionally, virtue ethics brings the element of 
sensitivity, ensuring that each patient is personally cared for by a health 
care worker. All three approaches to moral decision-making coexist, but it 
is catastrophic medical events, such as a global pandemic, that force health 
care providers to use more of one than another. Covid-19 has affected every 
societal group across the world. It has left no person, or place, untouched, 
and has dangerously exposed our social disparities. This pandemic continues 
to dig holes in our health care system, economy, and families that we have 
no way of fixing right now. Because this situation has been so far reaching, 
the best possible answer is the one that will have the greatest impact on 
society. For this reason, utilitarian-based decision-making is the best 
approach to treating hospitalized Covid-19 patients. 

A couple of weeks before the major wave of Covid-19 hospitalizations 
hit the United States, Italy was already making use of this utilitarianism-

Essay
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based approach to treatment. Italy’s medical ethics committee enforced 
the use of a “soft utilitarian approach in the face of resource scarcity” 
(Rosenbaum 3). Although this approach was difficult for health care 
workers at first, it ultimately created a better flow among chaotic hospitals, 
and eased the stress of health care workers (Rosenbaum 3). This shows that 
a utilitarian approach to treatment of Covid-19 patients creates the largest 
amount of “aggregate good” for the hospital. However, under a purely 
utilitarian approach the “aggregate good” may not exist for individual 
healthcare providers if they have to triage patients. This is because healthcare 
workers cannot provide their complete duty of care, or have a personal 
impact on patients if they know patients are dying in the next room from 
not receiving care. To address this problem, the Italian ethics committee 
implemented a rule that differentiated the triage coordinator from the actual 
health care workers caring for the patients (Rosenbaum 3). This method 
shifted responsibility for triage away from doctors and nurses, allowing 
them to focus on caring for patients to their fullest emotional ability. 

The situations faced by health care workers on front lines of the 
Covid-19 pandemic are unsettling, and will change our lives forever. I have 
argued that a utilitarian approach to moral decision making is the best way 
to triage Covid-19 hospital patients because it provides the most benefit 
to humanity. Utilitarian generalizations will not be perfect, but we can all 
conclude that we have to do what is best for our society. 
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Un restaurante elegante
La última vez que comí en un restaurante elegante fue hace dos años 

cuando vivía en Nueva Jersey. Eso fue dos semanas antes de mudarnos a 
Texas. El jefe de mi esposo nos invitó a nosotros y a sus compañeros de 
trabajo. El restaurante estaba en la ciudad de Philadelphia así que nosotros 
tomamos el tren. No recuerdo el nombre del restaurante, pero era muy 
elegante y la semana anterior el comediante y actor Kevin Hart había 
comido allí. Yo pedí carne asada, patatas y ensalada. Para tomar, pedí una 
bebida con alcohol. Me había puesto un vestido negro de mangas largas, 
medias negras, y zapatos negros de tacón alto. También, llevaba mis aretes 
favoritos. Cuando me levanté de mi silla para usar el baño, vi que todas las 
meseras estaban vestidas como yo. Volví rápidamente a mi silla antes de que 
algunas personas me pidieran el menú. Mi esposo y yo pasamos una noche 
maravillosa, pero cuando volvimos a casa noté que solo llevaba un arete. 
Creo que se me perdió un arete en el tren. 

Translation:by Georgette Sullins

An Elegant Restaurant
The last time I ate in an elegant restaurant was two years ago when I 

used to live in New Jersey. That was two weeks before we moved to Texas. 

SPAN 1412 : Beginning Spanish II
Christine Shimp’s composition is an excellent example of 
writing for Spanish 2. She provides a brief narrative in 
the past tense regarding going out to eat to an elegant 
restaurant, who she went with, where it was located, what 
she wore and what she ordered for dinner. 
Notably, she includes two details that provide interest to 
the narrative. On a humorous note, she realized she was 
dressed like the waitresses, « vi que todas las meseras 
estaban vestidas como yo. » And, unfortunately at the 
end of the evening she noticed she had lost one of her 
favorite earrings, « noté que solo llevaba un arete. » Using 
the structure for expressing an accidental occurrence she 
successfully tells the reader how she thinks she lost it. 
Both of these details use preterite and imperfect tenses 
successfully.

--Georgette Sullins

Un restaurante 
elegante 
(An Elegant 
Restautrant)

Essay by 

CHRISTINE 
SHIMP
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My husband’s boss invited his work colleagues and us. The restaurant was 
in Philadelphia so we took the train. I don’t remember the name of the 
restaurant but it was very elegant and the week before the comedian and 
actor Kevin Hart had eaten there. I ordered roast beef, potatoes and salad. 
To drink I ordered an alcoholic drink. I had put on a black dress with long 
sleeves, black stockings, and black high-heeled shoes. I also, was wearing 
my favorite earrings. When I got up from my chair to use the restroom, 
I saw that all the waitresses were dressed like I was. I quickly returned to 
my seat before someone asked me for the menú. My husband and I spent 
a wonderful night, but when we returned home I noticed that I only was 
wearing one earring. I believe that I lost it on the train. 
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Spanish 1411: Beginning Spanish I 
Karina Melara writes a very nice sample regarding her 
morning routine. She uses a variety of reflexive verbs in 
the present tense appropriately using the required reflexive 
pronoun, “me despierto… me levanto… me lavo… 
me visto… me desvisto ….me meto… me seco… me 
maquillo.” She correctly uses the definite article to express 
possession: “los dientes… la cara… el pelo.” And she 
provides the time of day each event in her routine occurs: 
“a las seis de la mañana,” “a las seis y media.” 
There are other details in her writing that contribute to her 
strong expression. Her use of “por and para” are correct 
throughout. The use of the prepositional phrase “para 
correr” and “antes de salir” are alternative ways that she 
uses to express other actions. In addition to the series of 
reflexive verbs, she makes use of a stem-changing verb 
“vuelvo a” to accurately express returning home.

--Georgette Sullins

Mi rutina en 
la mañana 
(My Morning 
Routine)

Essay by

ARINA MELARA

Mi rutina en la mañana
Me despierto a las seis de la mañana y me levanto a las seis y media. 

Me lavo los dientes, y después me lavo la cara. Me visto para correr en el 
parque. Camino al coche para manejar al parque. Cuando llego al parque 
yo corro por una hora. Vuelvo a casa, me desvisto y me meto en la ducha. 
Cuando termino, yo me seco y me visto para la escuela. Me seco el pelo y 
me maquillo antes de salir. Cuando estoy vestida, voy a la cocina para hacer 
el desayuno y café.

Translation:by Georgette Sullins

My Morning Routine
I wake up at six o’clock in the morning and I get up at six thirty. I brush 

my teeth, and afterwards wash my face. I get dressed to run in the park. I 
walk to the car to drive to the park. Cuando I arrive to the park I run for 
an hour. I return home, get undressed and take a shower. When I finish, I 
dry off and get dressed for school. I dry my hair and put on make up before 
leaving. When I’m dressed, I go to the kitchen to make breakfast and coffee. 
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If I ask you, what is the simplest time in your life? For me, the answer 
is my childhood, a time before the widespread use of social media and 
responsibilities of being an adult. Today we are here to mourn the loss of 
innocence and childhood wonder that we all once held onto firmly but have 
since lost somewhere along the way to adulthood. While this time may have 
looked different for all of us, it was certainly simpler for everyone, although 
not without its own difficulties, friendships involving spats, forgetting to 
do our homework and trying to finish it at the last second. Along with the 
bruised and bloody knees that accompanied some of our rough and tumble 
childhoods, there were always great memories that we could never forget.

I am sure for some of us we thought life was beating us down then, 
and nothing was “fair”. But as we aged, we realized that childhood was just 
showing us how tough we could be through many trials and tribulation, 
and that no matter how hurt we were, most of the time we still wanted to 
play. Our childhoods prepared many of us for what we were to experience 
in adulthood without us realizing it, such as losing important people at 
a young age, having to deal with absent parents or bullies at school, and 
for these tough lessons we learned in our childhoods, we shall be forever 
grateful.

I have been teaching the 12–18-month age group at a local childcare 
center for two years. Working with children has opened my eyes so much 

SPCH 1315: Public Speaking
In this special eulogy given by Kera, she creatively focuses 
on mourning the loss of a precious stage of life instead of 
a deceased person, which effectively keeps her audience’s 
attention throughout the whole speech. She starts by stating 
the thesis clearly in the introduction, builds connections with 
the audience by storytelling in the body, and enhances 
the speech by calling for action in the end. She also 
successfully creates a sense of community and arouses the 
audience’s resonance about childhood through the frequent 
use of “We”. Finally, she uses an eye-catching graphic to 
help her audience visually reflect upon childhood memories. 
Inspiring and healing, Kera’s speech is invaluable for every 
adult to read at this challenging time of the world.

--Shuang Zhao

Eulogy of 
Childhood 
Memories

Transcript by

KERA KELLUM
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more to how resilient children can be. One day one of my 16-month-old 
students drove her head down first off a slide, just to do it, with nothing 
but trusting that someone or something would allow her to come out 
unharmed. Just as she thought, by the strength of God, I moved quickly 
enough to catch her before she was about to hit the ground. She laughed 
as if nothing happened and went right back to playing. In my impressions, 
she never has fear of being hurt, and is often encouraged to take risks by 
her father, who is a firefighter and paramedic. If only as adults we could 
have the kind of hope, fearlessness, and courage that she has, adulthood is 
not difficult. In a perfect world, adults should also possess the ability to live 
without a fear of the future and believe that somehow things will always 
work out in our favor, to express what we feel without holding back, and 
to see the world as a pure place again. Although growing older has brought 
with it some blessings, such as falling in love and becoming a parent, in all 
of the important qualities like trust, fearlessness, hope and courage, I wish 
we can all become kids again. Thank you.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/
uploads/1613202/23616953/816239937/23616953_adverse-childhood-
experiences_live-well-lamoille.jpg

Transcript

https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/816239937/23616953_adverse-childhood-experiences_live-well-lamoille.jpg
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/816239937/23616953_adverse-childhood-experiences_live-well-lamoille.jpg
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.formstack.com/uploads/1613202/23616953/816239937/23616953_adverse-childhood-experiences_live-well-lamoille.jpg
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Visual Communications and Other Online Selections
This online section includes writing with a significant visual 
component and reflects the increasing importance of visual rheto-
ric in and across disciplines, as well as generally in contemporary 
culture. The instructor introductions to the pieces may be found in 
the pages of the print version of the journal. We expect this part of 
the journal to continue to expand as the importance of the visual 
aspect of texts continues to evolve.
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